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CBAP'l'ER I 
PURPOSE AND NATURE OF THE PROBLEI4 
The purpoae of tbi~; · atudy is to determi.rl.e by frequeaoy oou»:t a 
,1 medical vocabulary for the stenographers of an institutioa tor the feeble-
' 
•' mimed. The objeotives are aa follemu 
1. lledical terma will be arranged accordirlg to the f're-
quenoy with which they appear ill three different sets 
of medical dictatioa--abatracte Of ease historiea, 
autopsy report&, aDd x-ray report•. 
Shorthamd outlines for these terms will be preseJ:rtied • 
:I 
.I 
1 As in all word counts, it is aesuued that, in determining a vooabu-
' 
!! lary, ebjeotive measurements should be employed rather than subjective 
~ 1 
:1 e st~te •· This is in aooord with a atate:mellt by Rinaland. 
Even estimates of scientific writers for high-aohool text-
books are overeati.Dltea bath in teahnical terma aDd non-
technical terma, aa shown by a :moat extensive analysis by 
Curtis. 
In this particular count, the assumptions are that the medical term-
·1 iaolegy advocated for a stenographer in the institution will be f'ouDi in 
·' the dictation given thereia, aDd that application of the results of the 
jl 
11 count will improve ability to take suoh dictation. 
II 2 ll Of the importance of word counts, Leslie has this to saya 
II 
I 1 
= 
I Reary D. Rinaland. A BASIC VOCABULARY OF ELEl4ENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREH, 
il the »aomillan Company, New York:, 1946, P• 3. 
,! 2 
, Louis A. Lea lie. "ThorJldike 'a 30.000 al!ld the Shorthand Teacher," 
jBUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD, June, 1946, P• 626. 
Word-f'requeaoy counts do not tell the whole story ot the 
relative values of worda to the shcrtham writer because 
there are other faators which are strictly ahorthaDd that 
DDl&t be taken into consideration. Word-frequency oounta, 
h~~ver, are ati ll the beat criterion by which we ea.n judge 
word values tor shorthand iAiftruotioru and, therefore, it 
behooves the ahortham teacher to be familiar with eaoh 
1: new word count as it appears. 
// Alao, in advising Ribaudo, who intended d r awing up a. vocabulary for 
~ 1 
1: the stenographers of' an aviati on concern, he wrote the follOWings 
•A secretary, stenographer, or correspondent ~ght easily have gr eat use 
I 
!I 
tor a fre quency count of actually dictated correspoDdenoe of the 
• 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
It is "Mll here to give definition of terms ulled in the preced ing 
paragraphs and throughout thit paper, aa well as I CIDI!t informat i on coa -
cerning the :lnetitution on the premi~tea of which thia count took plaoe. 
The Wrenth~ State School ia a state institution or aohool for the 
protection and the trainiag of the feebl e-minded. It is the secolld 
insti tution of ita ld.Jld eatablished in !la&saohusette- the first being 
d the Walter E. Fernald State School founded in Waverly in 1852. By an act 
1
, of Legislature 1a 19~, this seooD! school was established.. 
I 
It wa s orig-
11 inally· intended that the school should house oaly eighteen hundred. 
I . 
!1 pa.tienta; at the pre sent time, there are approximately two thouae.Jid 
II 
seventy-
" 1: four patients. This ifl the only instituti on in this state admitting 
II feeb l e-minded children Ullder six yeara of age. 
The school has resource• for research into the causes and meth oda of 
1 
II 
II 
Vi ncent Ri ba'l.¥lo. A SPECIALIZED VOCABULARY FOR A &ELECTED AVIATION COU-
·-====""lf'"'-"""~=11Jt.pyb~i.~d=-)4!!,Jd;_er, ~a.=Xhecsia., B.osi>oa=Ua-i-T.e-rc.ai4y-, =Boato , 94~~Jt=.==#=== 
prevention of mental defects. Seven doctors are on the medical staff of 
the school. Through its program of training. encouragement. and super-
vision. the Wrentham State School enables same of ita charges to lead 
reasonably adjusted lives in the cOIZIIllmity. 
1 
I 
The following definitions fr~ the DICTIONARY OF EDUCATION throw addi- 11 
' 1 ,' 
tional light upon the nature am .tunct ion of such an institution. 
A State Institution• is defined a.s •any public institution, con-
trolled by the state a.Dd aeiTiDg an area of the state or the entire state; 
j1 e. g •• a special school for the feeble-minded." 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il 
'I I. 
I 
i 
:I 
II 
II 
State School• an institution supported and controlled by the state 
and performing an educational tunction within the state. especially one 
serving peculiar functions not duplicated locally. 
This thesia 'lfB.y refer to the Wrentham State School as state school. 
state institution. or simply as aohool or institution. 
For an accurate int;rpreting of other terma used herein. the following 1 
definitions are offered. 
Feeblemindedness: 
1. In the united States a. generic term to designate the condition 
tram early life of a person so defective in intelligence or gen-
eral ability that he requires care and supervision for hie own 
protection and for the protection of others. It includes the 
Carter Good. DICTIONARY OF EDUCATION, :McGraw Hill Book: Company, 
New York:, 1945. 
2 
The remaining definitions are from the above-named source and trca 
the DICTIONARY OF OCCUPATIONAL TITLES, Washington, D. c •• United Statea 
GovernmeDt Printing Office, 19~9. 
3 
I 
!: 
I· 
three grades of idiocy, imbecility, and moronity. 
2. Someti.DUI used arbitrarily to designate the condition of a 
person with an I. Q. (Binet) below a certain point. 
Frequency _~ ~: . A list of words scientifically selected and 
il 
l·l arranged to indicate relative frequency of occurrence. I 
I 
I 
II 
!J 
I 
I 
II 
II ;I 
I 
I 
Ked ica 1 .!!.!:!' Any word or phrase found in Dorland's .Al4ERICAJr lml> ICAL 
DICTIOHARY will be recognized as a JOOdical term 1n this stl:dy. 
Running Wordsa The actual running dictation as opposed to contextual 
material found in the dictated matter of this institution. 
I 
I 
Secretarzs One who performs general office work in relieving execu-
tives and other company officials of minor executive aDd clerical details, I 
aDd takes dictation using shorthand. 
The term "secretary" as used in thiB study will refer to medical Jj 
secretary aa diotmot from -ical otenograpber. 11 
Specialized Secretarial Traini!G' . Education, instruction, and praotic~ 
1n the duties performed by stenographers, that seeks to prepe.re individuals 
for a specific type of occupation and mainta1n a high degree of pro-
!, ficienoy. 
I 
stenographer: One who takes dictatiOD in shorthand of correspondence, 
reports, and other natter, and transcribes dictated naterial, writing it 
out in longha:ad or using a typewriter. Kay be required to be versed in 
the technical language and ter.ms used in a particular profession. 
The definition giftn above refers to medical stenographer in this 
thesis. A definition of the stenographer of this institution ha.a been 
adapted fr011. a Civil Service notice of exa.miJ:Yt.tion for junior clerks aid 
4 
I 
I 
__ I 
I 
r 
I 
I 
'I 
II 
1 
stenographers. This particular natice is ohosen becauae it is the 
employees with this title who are required to take the dictation involved 
in this word couut. 
Junior Clerk!;!!! Stenographer: One who under i.Dlediate superviaion 
tabs notes from dictation and transcribes them on the typewriter; who 
does miscellaneous typing and routine clerical work of ordinary dift'i-
cult;y; and who performs related work as •11. 
The following definitions of the three types of medical dictation 
given tB this institution are offered. These definitions are original. 
Abstract; A digest of the salient features of a case history. (See 
! ~ 
I 
Appendix B, 1.) 
Autopsy Report: A clear. complete, accurate descriptioa of the 
I 
find- !1 
ing resulting from a post mortem examination. (See J.ppeDdU: B. 2.) 
X-ray Reports• A record of the findings shown by x-ray film. (See 
AppendiX B. S.) 
DELIMITATION OF THE PROBLEM 
This word count is limited to three types of dictated matter; namely. 
abstracts of case histories, autopsy reports, and x-ray reports sinoe 
this material is the most heavily laden with medical terminology. 
Onl;y medical terma found in Dorle.lld '• .American Medical DictiOP!l 
will be included in the frequency count. Derivative forma nat listed 1n 
this source will not be recorded. There are two exceptions to this ru11ng.
1
j 
II 
6m-(b)-!-48-2SU2. Massachusetts Civil Service Examinations. 
Stenographic Service tor State. aXId Cities and Towns OUtside ot Boston aDd 
Vicinity. 
I' 
.I I 
I 
I 
5 
however. Plurals of nouns are recorded. as well as the third person 
singular, pre sent tense of verba. 
Ten thousand numing words in each of the three designated classi-
tioationa ot dictation will be investigated. 
JUBTIFIGATIOJJ 
Since it is medical diotati~ upOD WhiCh attention is here centered. 
it is the aspect of the school as hospital that requires investigation. 
One ot the miniDum. stazulards tor hospitals is that aooure.te aDd 
oaplete medical recorda be kept tor all patients. This information 
would ocmatitute the caee record or histo17. According to Markwick. the 
. 1 
case hiatory comprises the following data' 
1. Identification 
2. . Complaint 
s. Personal and famil;y hiato17 
4. History of present illness 
s. Physical examination 
6. Special examinations, auoh as consultations. clinical laborat.ory• l 
x-ray, amd other examinations I 
7. Provisional or working diagnosis 
a. Kedieal or surgical treatment 
9. Gross &Dd microscopical pathologic finding& 
10. Progress notes 
11. Final diagnosis 
»arkwiok. Erickson. alld Freeman. OFFICE MAlroAL l'OR THE MEDICAL 
SECRETARY. Gregg Publishing Company, Boston, 1947 • P• 76. 
,I 
I' ,/ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II II 
!I 
I 
I 
II 
'I 
II 
I 
II 
12. Coadition of discharge and follow-up; and, in case of death, 
autopsy fiDdings. 
Like information, as well as Sohool-clinic recorda-where 
becamss part of the pe~aent records of patients at the state 
il 
such existJ /1 
school. 
The abstract presents such information in digest form. The abstract ia 
usually dictated or written out for the stenogra:Pler a abort time atter 
the patient • s admission. Since the abstract is suoh a digest, it seeJDed 
better adaPted to the purposes of a word cotmt than any other section or 
the case hiatOI')'. It was considered to have a strODger concentration ot 
medical terminology than ather parts of the case record. 
I 
Autopsy and x-ray reports wre considered for this count because ot 
their strong concentration of medical terms and because they are al'nye 
giTen in dictation. This is nat always true of the abstract. 
1 
1'he importance of the autopsy report is expressed by :Uarkwict. 
The purpose is to ma.k:e a permanent record to 'Which physicians, 
pathologilta, medical students, aDd even attorneys ay refer. 
It is the actual baaia for further research, and as such 
mu.st be accurate to the minutest detail. It includes all the 
observatians -.de at the imllediate examination, aDd all sub-
sequent bacteriological, histological, aDd chemical studies. 
Since this institution ia a school rather tb.an a hospital, medical 
dictation will not appear in the proportion with llbich it does in q 
actual hospital. Because of the background of the average stenograpner 
in this school, the situation described by Leslie is a frequent ocourrence. ~ 
"It a word is not in the pupil's vocabulary at all, it Dy fly over hi a 
1 
Markwiok, et a1. op. cit., p. 76. 
2 
:1 Louis A. Lealie. "Transcription's unsolved Prob1eJIUI," GREGG BEWB 
1\ LETTER, Nwaber 2S6, February, 1947, p. 32?. 
ll 
I 
I ====·============--===-====~~·~ 
heed as he takes dictation. In that case it will not appear in the !,I 
transcript.• 1 
Some idea of the preparation of the stenographer at this sohool JIJIJ.7 
be derived from examination o:t requisites stipulated by the Civil Serv-
1 
ice. The stenographer must have reached the age ot 16 aDd be graduated 
tram high school. Teate consist of two clerical testa including spelling. 
arithmetic, following directions. filing, aDd word knowledge-and. a test 
in stenographY"• DictatiOil is given at 80, 100, and 120 words a minute 
with 300 words in eaoh letter. The applicant •Y ohooae a117 of the three 
letters. Applicants must receive 70 per cent in acouraoy of transcription 
of at least one dictatiOD and. in each subject. 
When one realizes that "the usual criticism ot the begtnning medical 
stenographer is that the paucity of hie medical lalowledge causes him to I 
I 
II 
of the stenographer Solly unprepared in 110dioal terminology who 1• aud• li 
denly calle: upon to take dictation such as in the three samples given in ill 
Appendix B. The problem is tuther aggranted by the tact that two of the 
transcribe inaccurately, even meaningleaal7,• one can see the predicament 
doctors on the atatt are recent European emigres. These men rely to a I 
great exteut upon Latin, particularlY' in autopsy dictation. 
With regard the medical stenographer's problema, Smither has this to 
3 
I &a)"' 
. I 
Massachusetts Civil Service Examinations, op. cit. 
2 
Ef'tie Smither. THE :MEDICAL STENOGRAPHER, Gregg Publishing Oompa07, 
Boston, 19&9, P• iii. 
3 
Ef':tie Smither, GREGG J4EDICAL SHORTHAND MANUAL, Gregg PubliahiDg 
I 
J: 
II 
I ======~~'==O=am~pa==n=y=,==B=o=at=an=· =,==19=2=7=,==P=· =i=i=i=.==========~====================== =====*=====·--=== 
'I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
_____ j 
-T ============== ============1=~~==== Nowhere is absolute accuracy more a necessity, e.M nowhere 
else will the verbatim recording be more difficult. Medi-
cal te~nology ia highly technical, and specialized to an 
unusual degree. The words are very unusual to ODe other 
than a doctor; and they are often loDg and ao compounded 
i 
I· 
I 
ot a root, a prefix, and a suttix aa to express whole ideas. 
The difficulty is further increased tor the reporter by 
the tact that the speaker'• audience ia usually composed 
of tellordoctora 'Who can convey to each other a very great 
deal 111 a tew words. The doctor is generally well educated, 
a quiet thinker, and a ready talker; but he does not always 
apeak distinctly. 
1 
Leslie tells usa "Through centuries ot growth law aDd medicine 
-
have amassed great technical vocabularies, some unintelligible to the 
la)'don.• 
How important the ability to transcribe medical dictation intelli-
2 
gently loCBd to ph7aician aDi secretary ia here in evidence. In a 
survey dde by Karkwiok, it was toulld.s 
Shorthand and typewriting are tools indispensable to most 
secretaries. Of 539 physicians who checked a lilt ot 
duties that they would require ot their liiBdioal secretaries, 
626 specified the taking ot dictation and transcribing trca 
shortbarld notes. They marbd no other duty on the list so 
highly. 
Ot 124 medical secretaries checking the same liat, 119 
reported taking d ictatiOD. 
Hcnr medical stenographers graded their dictation tor importance waa 
3 
illdicated by the same author. 
1. Letterl ranked first 
Louis A. Lealie. •Transcription•• unsolved Problema, • GREGG HEWS 
LETTER, NUDiber 234, Janua.J71 1947, P• 232. 
2 
Markwick et al. op. cit., p. 61. 
3 
Ibicl, P• 62. 
L-----=~ 
i 
I~"" I . 2. Patients• histories ranked second s. Reports to insurance campaniea 
4:. Report• to social agenciea 
6. Articles, speeches, reports on research 
s. llinutea and autopsy protocols 
This ranking would nat be the same in the school. A great deal ot 
tima is spent upon patients' runniJ:lg notes-report• from the building 
JDltrone on the health of patients, their activities, habits and behavior, 
visitors, alld imprOV'emant. Letters would rank high, but they are not oon- ' 
sidered in. this study siDoe there is so little medical terminolot;7 con-
tamed in. thea. The JDljOrity of lettera are cODoerneci with the admission 
of patients, with their visits and vacations with family or relations, 
aDd with illnesses. Reports to insurance agencies would rank low. Reports 
to social agencies WOQld be handled by' the social workers, tor the most 
pa.rt. Articles, speeches, and reports on research would also have a low 
ranking. 
:U.ark:wick makes a pertinent observation--that the stenographer must be 
a . specialist; she must know meaning, long-hand spelling, and shorthand 
1 
symbol. She must not guess. This judgment is applicable in this 
situation. 
Studeuta of the ll8dical aecretarial course at Rochester of'ten work 
2 
in hospitals the SUlllller of their first year. Results of this praotioe 
1 
Markwiok et al. op. cit., p. 62. 
2 
Naomi Peterson. "The Medical. Secretarial Course at Rochester, 1 
JLinnesota," BUS :mESS EDUCATION WORLD, October to Bove:mber, 1941, Vol\l.JDS 22, 
p. 24:5. 
li-
I 
--~ have il>dioatod a noecl tor a wide baaio vocabulary. ODd the l.lllportanoe ot 
1 knowing abbreviations aDd symbols of laboratory reports, x-ray reports, 
lj 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
' 
· I 
" II I 
:j 
!j 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
I· 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
·li 
il 
el~ctroeardiagrams, a.nd related matter. Students have found that most of 
the work in these hospitals consists ot diatation of letters and :aadioal 
ma.nuscripts. It 118.1!1 diacarered that, despite the emphasis thrown upoa 
vocabulary development, the school had succeeded in treating only three-
quarter• of the words needed at work. Prospective secretaries were taught 
to form new words trQIIl basic kaowledge ot ahorthaxd and knowledge o£ roots, 
prefiXes, and aui'.t'ixes of Latin and Greek mdical worda. 
Several texts have been prepared £or the use of the medical steno-
1 
grapher; only one ot these is baaed on frequency count----the L&Viola atud7. 
She presents the five thousaDCl moat-used medioal terms found in medical 
correspoDdenoe and testimony and olasaitiea them according to frequency 
with oorreaponding shorthand outline•. A complete description of her 
oampilation appears in Ghapter two ot this thesis. 
Another excellent work is the GREGG l4EDICAL SHORTHABD l4AlfUAL, which, 
2 
hOimver, "does not eveD aim to give the •most ocmmonly used' word a." 
3 
The book is intended to serve two pvposea: 
1. As a reference book to ssttle questions that arise aa 
to the best form tor a word. 
2. As a textbook. This is the moat helpful way. 
1 
Clara La.Viola. MOST-USED J4EDICAL TERNS, Gregg Publishing CCIDp&ny, 
Boat on, 1943. 
2 
Effie Smither. GREGG lmDIOAL SBORl'H..A.ND JWroAL, Gregg Publishing 
0omp&D7• Boston. 1927. 
z 
Ibid. p. iv. 
t :t 
I 
I 
;j 
., 
I 
I 
i 
' I 
II 
I 
t 
il 
I 
I 
Ita uMf'ulneas lies in the following inf'onration whioh it auppliea: 
1. A List ot Cammon Prefixes and Sutftzea. 
2. Use of Tables in the Medical Diotiou.r;y. with Special 
Shorthand Form. for Frequently Recurring Expreaaioua. 
3. Homonyms and Similar Words. 
4. Formation of Plurals. 
5. Value and Significance of Prefixes and Suffixes. with 
ShorthaDi Forma. 
6. Oomnon Phrases aDd Word Oombinatioua. 
7. General Vocabulary. 
Meanings are presented for principal prefixes alld suffixes ot Latin 
1 
aD! Greek origiD. The author sayaa •The secretary who makes himself 
familiar with their apelliDg a.nc! meanh\g will not be able to calculate 
their help in compreheDiiJ!lg new words." Definitions are not presented with' 
I 
the general Tooabular,r. The author presents her criterion for the inclu-
2 
sion of a medioal ter.m1 
The ease with llhioh •DY words D'AY be written does not 
seem to justify their iDoluaion here. The words haTe 
been chosen rather from the point o:r Tiew of the short-
haD! J but the lists haTe been carefully oheo.ked ott aDd 
each word. giTen ie used trequentl7. 
Despite the unq~ationable Talue of this book. it ia oonsiderabl7 
'i 
I more econOmical to base a stwly ot medical terminology used in an insti- ., 
tution 011 actual oowxt o~ words diatated therein. L&Viola.'s compilation. 1 
though useful to a medical stanographer. is limited in benefit to the 
1 
Ettie Smither. op. cit •• p. 6. 
2 
' 
1: 
'· 
l 
I 
!I Jl 
I 
stenographer of this instiiiution because baaed on •dioal correapomence 
aDd testimony. In fact, the Gregg publishers in a preface to 'the stud7 
1 
say thisa 
Two other types of material frequentl7 dictated by dootors 
are case histories and autopsies. Each haa a special vocabu-
lary; and it ia hoped that some other investigator will -.:a 
word-frequency counts in these two fielda. 
The GREGG liEDICAL SBORTRAliD MAHUAL was not based on frequency and so 
oannot be compared for efficacy nth an actual word-cOWlt. It is valuable 
to oae studying to become a atenot;rapher in the field of general medicine 
or to one interested in court reporting. It is an invaluable reference to 
one wishing to stmy meanings of' prefixes, suf':f'ixea, or in fillding the 
correct shortham form for a term, or in any other type of ref'erenoe the 
book auppliea. I 
LaViola offers no meanings, and an additional oritioiam ia that there ~~~ 
is given no alphabetical liati:ag of the tenu foUDd in her atud7. This 
II 
I 
detracts a~what from ita usefulness as a reference book for ah.orthalll 
! outlines. 
II 
lj 
,, 
One other study purports to be a •dioal dictionary for the steno-
2 
grapher. This is the ROBERTS llEDIOAL HANDBOOK. The Preface speaka ot 
the need for a medical stenography book that would be more than a •re 
dictiOD&l"J'l what is deaired is a diotionar7 helpful to the oot.trt reporter, 
the medioal student, the nurse, and the l&YJ~Wln. An UDderatanding ot what 
1 
LaViola, op. oit., p. iii. 
2 
». Roberta. BOBERl'S J4EDICAL liAlfDBOOK, Gregi Publishing Com.pan7, 
Boat on, 1941. 
I 
I 
li 
I 
,, 
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.4 
is meant by thia statement ms:y be derived tr• a.n exami.Datioa ot the 
•contents." . 
I Bone a ot the BodJ 
II Joints ot the Body 
III MUsolea ot the BodJ 
IV Sprains aDd Fraoturea 
V CODmon Diseases of the Joints and INsoles 
VI !he Nervous SJstem 
VII The BlGOd vasoular System 
VIII The Glandular System 
IX The Lyaph vaaoular System 
X The Digestive System 
XI The Respiratory System 
XII The Genito-urix.ry SJatem 
XIII The Skin aDd Ma.mmary Gland a 
XIV The Reproduotive System 
XV Prefixes 
XVI Suffixes 
XVII Phrasing 
XVIII Diseases 
XIX Surgical Operations 
n ease Histories 
IXI lledieolegal 
IJ 
Though thia is a useful text tor a medioal stenographer or aeoretary. !j 
!, 
II 
I 
it is not so etteotive a method of attaok tor the •dieal vocabulary prob-
lem in this situation. 
II 
t 
II 
I' 
I 
I 
:I ~ ll 
II 
II 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Exa.aples of how the objeotiTes of the Roberta• BaD!book are achieved / 
.I 
II 
,! 
are as followas 
In the chapter "Muscles of the BodJ" are given the names with 
ahorthaD! outlines aDd explaaationa of the muscles of the upper aDd lower 
extremitiea. 
Taldng "OhroDic .l.rthritia" as an example of the Ilf1DD8r in which dis- 1 
I 
eases are h&Ddled• w fimd a paragraph for Cause, Patholog7, aDd S~QII8, 1! 
with difficult ah.ortham outlines given iJl the margin. Jl 
»arie Yates baa a GREGG liEDIOAL DICTATION SERIES on the mrket-
1 
several of which are experimental. Each vol'WIII9 i• diTided into two 
!I 
II 
,. 
il 
Motions; oae for case reports, and om for vooawla17. All reports were 
1
1 
ohoaen 
1. to present those that would be ot greatest value in devel-
oping a working mdioal vooabula17• alld 
2. to orient the student promptly in the professional office 
atmosphere. 
The author sa7s1 
The inclusion of an7 given record and ita particular position 
iJl the text baa , been based upon its usefulness in creating 
or addiDg to the ' student's armamentarium of llll!tdioal terma, 
and not upon the frequency or Wrequenoy with llhiob. the caM 
described may be encountered iD the routins of office or hos-
pital association. 
i'HE GENERAL l!EDICDTE EDITION ia seen to be quite inapplicable to the 
situation, eapeoiall7 after completion of this stud7. If oae compares 
the contents of this Edition with the vooabulaey listed in Chapter £our 
1 
:Marie Zweigme.n Yates. GBEGG l4EDIOAL DICTATIOlf SERIES, Gregg Pub-
liahiDg co:apan7, Boston, 19:59. 
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I 
ot this study. one readily sees the discrepancy betweea the two. The 
coutents of Yates' book, tor example. include the followings 
Re.t-Bite Fever 
Diabetic Coma 
Pernicious Anemia 
Foreign Body Abscess of the Pancreas 
Hemolytic Streptococcus Keningitia 
Diabetes Insipidus 
Diabetes Killitus 
Ankidroais 
Other branches of medicine covered in the medical dictation series 
are as follows 1 
Surge17 
Pediatrics 
Ear. Bose aDd Throat 
Obstetrics aDd Gynecology 
O&rdiolog 
Diseases ot the Chest 
Urology 
Orthopedics 
The sequence development iD each text is especially designed to 
create an ample vocabulary by repetition aDd addition as speedily aa 
possible. In order to obtain a complete glossary in eaoh unit, repetition ! 
of some terma from volums to volU1118 was necessary. Names of bones, 
musolea, blood veaseb were purposely omitted from the lists of words 
I _ 6 
I 
I 
given in the secoDi section ot each unit, as it 11as decided that these 
could be obl;ained tram any book of a.nato.JD¥ and physiology or tram. a117 
' I 
' 
i 
I general medical dictioDary. The present study includes suah terms.; names I, 
ot bones are particularly prevalent in x-ray dictation. 
In 19S9, Smither published THE JIEDICAL STENOGRAPHER as a companion 
1 
book to the l4ABUAL. Ita purpose is to supply dictation material, and at 
the same time give the prospective aecretar"7 a tund ot basic medical 
knowledge. It does nat aim to treat the subject exhaustively since the 
medical secretary does not have the time for such study nor ha:ve need for 
such detailed knowledge in his work. Chapters are devoted to such aa the 
Cell and Cellular Basis of Man 
Tissues 
The Skeleton--the Osseous Syst«m 
Syndesmology--Jointa or Articulations 
llyology--the Muscular System 
Neurology-the Nervous System 
The Blood 
Angiol~e Circulatory System, BloOd vascular 
.Angiology--the Circulatory Sylltem, Lymph Vascular 
Splanchnology--the Glandular System 
Splanchnology--the Respiratory System 
Splanchnology--the Digestive System 
I 
Effie Smither. THE MEDICAL STENOGRAPHER, Gregg Publishing Company. 
Boston, 1939. 
II !I 
Splaaohnology--the Excretory System 
!rhe Skin-the Xegmentary System 
Internal and External Sense Organs 
Splanchnology--the Reproductive System 
Bacteriology 
Interspersed with these special chapters are three chapters offeri~ 
a brief history .of medicine. !his text, together with the :MANUAL, cam.-
prises a valuable course for the prospective medical stenographer; but 11one 1 
jl 
li 
II 
II 
of the books li&IXtioaed can be aa effective in combating the vocabulary 
problem aa an aotual word c01mt. 
It has been the experience that some of the stenographers employed 
at this inatitutim go 011 to court reporting or to actual .clieal ateno-
graphy. !his is a desirable outoOJne. J4arkwiek in her book lll9ntiona a 
aurvey showing almost ten thousand medical stenotra};her& working tull-
time in the hospitals of the uaited States. This is the report of the 
!
1 
WC~Den's Bureau of the United States Depart~Jit ot Labor. Jlarkwiok points 
I· l 
!I out a trend 1 
ji 
,I 
'I 
!I 
'I 
:I II 
To fulfill the ever-imoreaaing reaponsibility placed on 
them by technological aDd social advanoemeat, physicians 
are asking for assistants who are thoroughly trained in 
both office aDd laboratory stills. 
2 
Roberta describes a trend ill another direotiOil in the :medical field. 
The rapid growth of Kedical acienoe in the twentieth 
century baa been aooo.mpanied by a similar growth in ita 
Markwiek et al. Op. cit., p. 61. 
2 
Roberts, op. oit., Preface. 
=c-====t-
1[ 
' 
I 
I 
ancillary services. More recently we have witnessed as a 
result of our sooial needs, the development of group medi-
cine. hospitalization plaas for voluntary medical expense 
insurance, etc. 
This growth has pro:luced an increased demand for stenographers 
with a good working knOWledge of medical terminology iJ1 the 
hospitals, in the laboratory, iD the pnyaician•a office, in 
the offices of the hospital plans• insurance oampa.niea, and 
many others. 
The interest of doctors ill securing intelligent aasiatanta is 
' 
shown 
by the tact that scholarships for medical secretarial c011rses -were offered 
1 
by interested physicians in Wilmington, Dela11are. 
II 
. :, 
:I 
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I 
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I With these words, Smither oGmD~eDda the work of the medical secretary. II 
II 
I· 
Being secretary to a busy doctor brings with it iatiaf'ac-
tionJ to have even a sall part in so fine a profession is 
inspiring. But aside from all this that belongs natur-
ally to the profession, the mastery of the mere technical 
side of the medical seoretar.y•s job is a challenge to one's 
interest and iuventiveness and judgment. 
3 
She 11arna, however: "No matter how much the secretary ay come to 
understand the content, he dare not trust his 'knowledge of content• in 
transcribing.• 
4 
ln the acceptance and carr,ying out of her responsibilities 
the medical secretary can fiDd many satisfactions. Chief 
among them will be the opportunity to be learning constant-
ly; to feel herself a part--no matter how tiny a part- of 
1 
Jay Miller. •The Medical Secretarial Course at Goldy College,• 
JOURNAL OF BUSINESS EDUCATION, June, 1946, VolUlll8 20, P• 22. 
2 
Effie Smither. op. cit., p. iii. 
3 
Ibid. 
4. 
Markwick et al., p. I. 
I 
I 
'I 
I' 
1..9 
a scientific mov-ement that is advancing &Dd in ita advance 
is contributing tremendouely to the •lfare of mankind. 
This study is in the nature of a job analyais aDd is thereby in 
accord with current business educational practice of taking oogniz&Doe 
-of oomnunity requiremente and needs. Attempts to determine suoh needs 
assume the form of surveys of opportunitiel, follow-up of graduates, and 
job analyses. Horn ill his BASIC WRITmG VOCABULARY of 1926 Jlll9ntions an 
1 
instance of word frequency being likened to a job analysis. ln his 
critical analysis of word studies preceding this wo~, he gives basic 
aasemptions--cne of which follows: 
Words most frequently needed in the writing do»e iD life 
outside the aahool will be found in that writing •••• thia 
assumption is in the nature of a job aaalysis-.n technique 
frequently at the base of curriculum changes. The "job• 
to be analysed is the typical "job• of writing in Ufe 
outa:lde the school. 
This is a pertinent statement in the case of this word cOmtt. 
Ribaudo in his theais advocates apecialized secretarial training to 
fill the need for stenographers akilled in aviation terminology. This "W&s 
the conclusion reached after describing the impOrtance of the aviation 
2 
iDdustry and its rapid expansion. In his first chapter, he says: 
"Aviation secretarial curriculum& could be set up on the baaia or surveys 
Dade in the immediate localities.• 
Lealie, on the other hand, discussing the teaching of apecialised 
3 
vocabulary, makes this recQillll&IJdatiolu 
Ernest Horn. A BASIC WRITDG VOCABULARY, University of Iowa. Studiea 
in Education, Iowa Cit.y, Serial 1• Number 4, 1926, P• 8. 
2 
Vinoeut Ribaudo. op. cit. • P• u. 
3 
Lmrl..& A-Le.Alie. 
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I 
Spend sOlD& time. but not too much. in traini:ag the papila 
in how to learn the technical vocabulary ot whatever busi-
ness they uy enter • If they go into legal or medical 
otfieea. they llill be helpleas without proper text :mate-
rial; and the only answer to their problem is to obtain 
and study 80lD8 of the good texts prepared expreaal7 to 
help such beginning ahort:balld writers in legal and medi-
cal work. 
However. if such beginners could atudy a list of terms seleoted 
objectively. Jlll.steriDg spelling, Jlleaning, pronunciation, and shorthand 
, symbol. a more efficient procedure would have been employed. 
Lealie scores the practice of caverillg a number of technical vooabu-
1 
lariea in the closing weeks or months of school. Be sayaa 
If the llhole final semester oould be spent on some one 
technical vocabulary. satisfactory progreas could be m1de; 
but under practical teaching conditions there is no wa7 of 
predicting which vocabulary would be worth so llllCh tilDe 
aDd attention. In faot. the only certainty in the situ-
ation b that no oDe technical vocabulary could possibly 
be worth that JIIUCh time and atteution to a'AY' appreciable 
number of pupila in any oae claaa. 
Pursuing the subject of technica.l vocabulary, Leslie further 
2 
recomenda z 
It is uaeleas to have students attempt to meJIIOrise ahort-
haad outlines for technical word liats without giving 
attention to the pronunciation, man1ng, a:ad spelling ot 
the technioal words. ro the extent that auoh useless mem-
orization succeeds, it is likely to be more harmtu.l than 
useful. leading to auoh difficulties as the mucous-muoua 
error ••• 
He continues: "The 100aning of technical words ia more important 
to the stenogralber than the shorthand outline." 
Leslie, op. cit., P• 236. 
2 
l 
Ibid. P• 2S8. 
II 
II 
.I 
'I 
!I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Leslie £eel1 that it is neoeasary for a medioal stenographer to have 
1 
a be.ckgrwnd o£ work experience to be able to digeat terminology. 
In the oae of very technical lines of work, such aa law, 
medicine or chemistry, it is necessary to know more the.n 
simply worda-i~ is neoeasary to know something of the 
field itselt in order to have enough background to assimi-
late the vocabulary. 
He compares the problem of assimilating medical terminology to that 
ot JUlsteriDg the technical vocabulary in the hardware or grooer,r field, or 
work of that aort, where in general the vocabulary problem resolves itselt 
into learning the pronunciation, spelling, and meaning of the names of 
objects. In law, medicine, chemistry, aDd a few aimilar lines of work, 
this is not aattioient, aDd at leaat a alight knowledge of the subject 
mtter ia required. Only the stenographer who has been on the job for a 
few mozrtha baa this necessary background for assimilation. 
These frequency lilta, therefore, are expected to be Of greatest 
usefulness to the stenographer on the job, though they u.y be studied 
in the local high school by those expecting to be employed at the school 
upon graduation. 
The number of medical terma found in the limited count of this study 
evinces the aeed tor special study of terminology, as well aa the number 
ot misspellings aDd miause of medical terma encountered. _The need for 
concerted attack is also in evidence if one cOJDparea the prep.ration 
required of the stenographer of this school with the requisite& for the 
2 
medical stenogra]her or secretary as described by :Markwick. 
1 
Lealie, op. cit., P• 238. 
2 
Markwick et al., op. cit, P• 7 - a. 
She gins the requisites stated by physicians for stenographers or 
secretariea; that an absolute minimum be a four-year high school course. 
preferably in the college-preparatory curriculum with enough course& in 
science to know that one has a liking for auoh work. Studies should 
include besides English, •theutica. am same exploration in a field that 
my provide a happy avocation. Two years of oollege in addition provides 
an even better foundation. General courses in chemistry and biology are 
desirable, aa also study of sociology and psychology. 
Two olassea of courses are necessary tor traiaillg ill the sciences: 
1. foundational course• iD chemistry a:ad ill biology, with 
speoialisatiOD in quantitative chemical analyaia. bao-
teriolCQ'• aDd h\Uifl.n anat~ aDd physiology; and, 
2. a course in laboratory procedures that will include 
sterilization techniques, the taking of blood counts. 
the preparation of blood smears, aDd the analysia of 
urine. 
For training in general secretarial and specialized medical secret-
arial duties, courses are needed in ahorthand aDd typewriting., in medical 
terminology aDd dictation. aDd in office prooedurea. Knowledge ot French 
aDd Geran is highly recommended by physicians also. 
For the reasons listed in the chapter • then. it waa decided to make 
a frequency cOQDt of medical ter.ms encountered in ten thousand running 
words in three types of dictated JrAterial--a.bstracta of ca .. histories. 
autopsy reports.. and x-ray report a; aDd to pre sent shorthand outlines tor 
these terms. 
23 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH 
The several texts for the :medical stenographer publilhed by the Gregg 
Campany haTe received mention in the preceding chapter. Of these, one onl7 
'WB.B baaed on actual frequency count. This was the LaViola study llhich will 
be here treated in greater detail. 
In this lltud7 the five thouaand most frequently used medical terma in 
medical correapomdenoe and .testimony are listed according to frequency. 
The listings of words aDd pbraaea are kept separate for the two separate 
ola1aea of dictation. The count ia limited to the kiDde of medical dicta- 1: 
tioa moat ecmaonly written in ahorth8.11d from dictation as the study ia 
intended primarily for shorthand writers. 
The word Uat is divided aa followaa 
Part 1: 2,CS1 worda with shorthand outlines, frequenoy, and rank, 
--
inclucling all words with frequenciea of 1,2S9 to three in the medical cor-
respondence count. 
Part 2a 1,«:6 phrases with shorthand outlines, frequency, and rank, 
--
" including all ihrasea with frequencies of 120 to three in the medical cor-
reapondenoe couut. 
~!a S"15 words with ahorthaDd outlines, frequency, aDd rank, 
including all words with frequencies of 3'12 to two in the teatimoJ:ly oouxxt. 
Part 4s 354 phrases with shorthaud outlinea, frequency, and rank, 
--
1 including ail phrasea with frequenoiea of 20 to two in the testimo117 count. :1 
I !!!:!:. !' 214 words without ahorthand outliaea, including all the words lj 
II I 
') 
11 
'j 
I 
! 
jr 
.I 
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occurring only once in the testimony oount. 
Part 6: 318 phrases without ahorthaDd outlines, includi.Dt all the 
--
phraaea occurring aaly once in the teatimcmy count. 
Part 7: 410 words omitted from the count aa unnecessary tor the pur-
--
pose of the . count. )!oat of these words exclUded were udical expressions 
readily tamiU.ar to the layman, such as arm. leg, and the like. The 
author advises, nevertheless, that thee• terms be practiced since they 
appear frequently in each day• a dictation. 
The words and phrases in the medical-correspondence liat 'Were found 
in 1,876 printed letters cOJRprieing 300,000 runnillg words in 260 weekly 
issues of the JOlJRXAL OF THE AMERICAN JIEDIOA.L A.SSOCIATIOI, covering a 
period ot tiTe years frCII1 January 3, 193l,through January 11, 1936. The 
letters represented queatioaa sent in by subscribers and answered in let-
ters 1>Y the editorial staff' ot the magazine. counting repetitions, 36,261 
medical terms were found in the material exolusiTe ot the words omitted 
because of probable tamiliarity to the stenograpber. 
The words and phrases in the tes't{imo117 list were found in the printed 
transcripts ot one hundred oases tried in the Hew York State SuprelDII!I Court 
during an eight-year period from 1928 to 1935. The :medical testimony thus 
analyzed comprised 122,130 running wo~s; aDd 5,212 medical ter.ms were 
found including repetitions and excluding the lilt of commcm words already 1 
ment:l.oDed. 
The follOWing information indicates the reason tor giTtng the number 
of times medical terms appear in the dictated matter • 
A.a the 300,000 running words of medical correspondence oontaiD.ed a II 
I 
total ot 36,251 medical words including repetitions but excludiDg the com- 1 
II 
mon words. aore than twelve per cent ot the total running words wre 
distinctly medical words. That is to aay. when taking a 2()()-word letter il from dictation, the stenogra!her could expect to have to write abwt 25 
distinctly medical words. 
medical words including repetitions but excluding the COlllm.OD words. more 
than 4.26 per cent of the total running words were distinctly medical 
worda. Thus. in writing 200 word• of medical testimony in court. the 
reporter fi.Dda perhaps ten words that are distinctly medical compared with j 
the 25 words that the doctor's aeoretary finds in the same amount of 
dictation. This ia attributed to the tact that the dootor•a correspcmdence' 
. II. is directed to a~other doctor. whereas in court the doctor is speaking to I 
I 
\I 
a jury of laymen. 
The Gregg publishers in the Preface to this st\Dy nak:e this 
1 
suggestion• 
In order to obtain the moat benefit from a word -frequency 
count, the a.moaut: ot praotioe given to the aall groups of 
commonest words Dll&t be balanced against the aaount given 
to the large group• of the less common words. The tablea 
indicate to &OilS extent the relative 8JIIOUDt of praotioe 
that -.y be devoted to each group. 
HUDphrey has made a similar obaerYation in his artiole. "Ia Word-
2 
Frequency Misused?" 
••• the proper funotion of the word-frequency oount in the 
selection of .llborthand-praotioe D8terial should be that 
of insuring that the runntag ~terial selected ia neither 
I La Viola, op. oit. • p. 11. 
il 
2 
Clyde HW.Dphrey. "I• Word-Frequency Miaused'l" BUSIXESS EDUCAT IOll 
!i WORLD, Jla.y, 1945, P• 469. 
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restricted to the commonest words nor unduly studded with 
unusual aDd illtrequent words. 
The LaViola study advises the shorthaDd writer to begin hie practice 
1 With the words of highest frequency a:ad automatize the high-frequency 
II 
I 
words DllCh more cOilpletely than he can hope to automatize the words of 
lower frequency. Tables are presented as useful guides in determining 
the amount of practice to be given eaoh group of outlines in the word 
lists. In the publishers• judgment relatively few phrases are repeated 
su.t'f'ioiently to justi.ty special practice, but large groups of' phrases 
occur, no one of' which is frequent but in which a comnon unit runs through 1 
I 
il 
II ~;7 
I 
:I 
the group, justifying praotioe on the group. 
One or the tabbs (Table III) shows the most striking exa.mple or the 
I I I value of a word-frequency count in disclosing that nineteen words with 
I their repetitions constitute 45.72 per oent of' aU running ooourranotu ot I, 
I! 
I 
mdioal testimony. The first 1~ words with their repetitions represexro 
more than 75 per cent of' all the medical worda encountered in the one 
hundred oases. 
As before~ntioned, the very fact that the Gregg people express in 
' I 
i· this preface a desire that someone oonduot a count of' autopsy aDd case-
I 
I 
record material indicates the limited usefulness or this stuiy to the aten- J 
ographera of the Wrentham State School. No illf'orms.tion is given of meth<rla l 
employed in conducting the count, or the source for recognition of' medical I 
I terma--either wcrda or phraaea. 
J 
I 
II 
Four other outstanding word studies will be presented, keeping the 
II 
,j 
worda of Leslie in mind that "it behooves the shorthand teaoher to be 
'I 
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1 
familiar with eaoh :mew word count as i t appears." 
A study reoommemillg iteelt' to one' a attentiOD ia that of Horn., pub-
2 
li&ned in 1926. His purposes were four& 
1. To make available a liat or the 10.,000 words most o.f'ten 
used in the writing done in the United States Outside ot 
school. 
2 • To give a sammary and a oritieal evaluation at the vari-
ous investd.gations whioh were utilised in determining this 
liat or words. 
s. To discuss the moat important problems and teohniquea 
iDvolved tn this type or vocabulary research. 
4. To show how this liat or words -.y be used not only tor 
practical but also for scientific purposes. 
Kany interesting points o:t theory underlying vocabulary study are 
II here brought to the :tore. For instance, he tells assumption• ot preceding : 
:I 
il 
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attliiaa: 
1. Words most frequently needed in the writing done in lii"e 
out side the school will be found in that writing. 
2. In the attempt to discover these words, soienti:t'ic methods 
rather than theory should be used. 
Fundamental to each investigation wa.s the assumption that the prin-
cipal need for writing on the part of the average person consisted in 
writing letters. 
4 
He warns against unreliable assumption• suoh as these: 
1. Because a word ooours twelve times in a :tew lists o:t 
Horn., op. oit., P• 3. 
2 
Ibid. P• 7 - a. 
~ 
Ibid., p. 7. 
4 
Ibid, P• 15 
-= 
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100, 000 running words eaoh, it -.y be expected to reour 
similarly in any other liat compiled in like Danner. 
2. That a list of the words occurring twelve or more timea 
in a t•w liata of 100,000 rwmiDg word a will contain 
all the words apt to occur in other such liata. 
Horn' 1 own contribution in this study 1• 10,000 frequently used words 
found 1n a count ot 5,136,816 runniDg words. Theae running words repre-
aeDt the results of the 1922 compilation, oonaisting ot 41 272,482 run-
' !1 aing worda, plus 8.11 odditiae.al 864,&84 running worda. fhe 1926 atud;y ia 
the reault of the discovery that the reliability of the oOtmts decreaaed 
rapidly after the first thousald words. This exemplifies the lit eral aDd 
atatiatical truth of Jfurray•s statemnt that "the circle of the English 
. 1 
language has a well-detiaed center but no diaoernible oiroumterenoe." 
The count of 1926 is superior because baaed on an analysis ot nearly 
six times as -.ny running words. aDd on more numerous aDd better balanced 
i 2 
'i types or adult writing. It is concerned with the tollO'If'ing1 
I 
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1. The Nature aDd Extent of the vocabulary of Business 
Correspoa!ence. 
2. The Nature aDd Extent of the Vocabulary ot Personal 
Letters. 
3. The vocabulary of the Letters ot Peopltt of More than 
Average Ability. 
1 
a) The Vocabulary of Letters or Well-Known Writer a. 
b) The Vocabulary ot Lettera Printed 1n )(agazines and 
Metropolitan Newspapers. 
op. cit •• P• 2Z. 
2 
James llurray. A. HE.W EBGLJ3B DICTIONARY, Clarelldon Preas, Oxford, 
page XVII. (Quoted from Humphrey, op. oit.~ p. 467.) 
29 
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4. The Nature and Extent or Vocabularies or Letters or 
Applioation and Reoommendation. 
5. The Vocabulary of' Adult Writing Needs other than 
oorrespondenoe. 
a) The Vocabulary or Minutes, Resolutions, and OODmittee 
Report a. 
b) The Vooabulaey of the Lettera of Excuses Written to 
Teaohers by Parents. 
6. The Vooabule.cy or the Letters Of a Single Individual. 
A notation made by the author with respect to the amount of ma.terial 
l 
investigated under business letters is signii'ioanta 
It i a poss1bl• ••• that more running word a from business 
letters 11ere tabulated than the importance of' this type 
of writing to the average writer would justifY~ On the 
other hand, when it ia remembered that misspelli11gs in 
business are heavily penalised, perhaps these words 8hou.ld_ 
be given even greater weight than ia aooorded them in thia 
li.ti. 
Horn in thia work seta up rules tor insuring consistency in conduct-
1ng the count. Realisillg the importance or derintive forma, he has each 
word fora tabulated separatel7. Worda are indexed acoordiag to initial 
letter on sheet• al by 13 inohes am talli$d. A:D.y deficiencies that exist 
tn the data tram Which the 10,000 words are selected, Horn explains either 
· as the result ot tabulating various types or writing in wrong proportions, 
or or omitting the tabulation of 80111111 typea whioh should have been 
included. 
CODoer:i:liDg the atatiatioal treat•nt of results, Horn sayas 
Since the selection of worda in this iaveatigation doea not 
1 
Horn, op. cit., p. 185. 
2 
Ibid 11 P• 183. 
2 
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repreaeut a true aa.apliDg in the atatiatiaa.l aeaae, 11; 
did not teem appropriate to make use ot atatiatioal pro-
cedures tor eatiatiug the reliability ot these 10,000 
word a. 
.A.ppra.iaala or validity and reliability are to be made on the tollmr-
1 
tog criteria instead• 
1. AmouDt aDd va.ri•ty or material t&bl:llated. 
2 comparison with vocabulary moat c0D1110nl7 needed iD 
reading. 
a. Comparilon with vooabulary oommonl:r needed iD apeakiDg. 
"· Oazaparia01111rith vooabulary of other lans"agea. 
6. OOBmoD•aenM judgmeub • . 
Settiug a oiroumtereace or lO,OOOwords ia admitted by the author to 
2 
have been arbitraey. He sayaa "»any words outskle ot this liait are 
known and uascl by children or six years ot age; ••• on the other ha.Dd, ot 
courH., no child of ab: knows all the 10,000 words pril'lted in thi• JROno-
graph.• 
.An illdioation or the validi't7 ot the oount ia the amount ot oV-er-
lappiDg between thia l18t alld Thorndike's compilation of lO,cp<> worda., a.a i1 
well aa the relative ranks or words ill the two liata. 
Ot this atud:r azad the Thornd ike-LOrge count which toll on, Rinaland 
s . 
The Thorndike study otters our beat information ot the worda 
used prilllaril;v ia books. and the Born atudy otters our ben 
1 
Op. cit., P• lSS. 
2 
Ibid, p. 186. 
s 
HeZ117 R:lasland. A BASIC VOCABULARY OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN. 
the Macmillan Oampany, Iew York., 1945., p. -'· 
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intorDation ot the words used pri.Bl.rily in the writing ot 
letters. although his study sampled other materiAl. 
!he Thornclike-Lorge count includes the results of studies of 1921 aDd 
19S8, as wll aa of other counts ot over four and oDe-halt llillion words 
1 
eaoh. It includes data trom. the following BOUX"Oe&l 
1. The Teaohera Word Book of 1921. 
2. The Thorndike General Count of 19Sl. 
I 
I 
I 
j 
s. The Lorge Magazine Count. II 
•• The Thorndike Count ot 120 Juvenile Books • 
5. The Large-Thorndike SeJIILntio Count. 
The first two emphasize trequeaoy in readers, textbooks, the Bible. 
and the En&lish olassi~a. The Lorge llagazw Cowxt i!lcludes only reoent 
and popular agasines. The Juvenile count inoludea only books reoOIIIDended " 
tor boys aDd girls in grades three &a\ eight. The Se-.ntio count used a 
miaoellany ot juvenile and adult reading--old and reoent, matter-ot-taot 
and iJDaginative-but omitted school readers and text;booka. I 
The procedures tor carrying on the cOUllt are not presented in the bookll 
II 
but 7IJ/I.y be stl.liied in Thornclike • s article, "Word Knowledge in the Elementary 
2 
School," written tor the TEACHERS COLLEGE RECORD. 
OolUl'Ula tor eaoh ot the tive ditterent frequency- counts are provided, 
and symbols indicate oocurrenoas. 
_!--General oolumn. oOntainiDg a summary ot other colUl!lna. 
1 
Thorndike aad Lorge. THE TEACHER'S WORDBOOK OF 30,000 WOBDS, Bureau . 
ot Publi oationa. Teachers College, Columbia University-, New York, 1944. II 
2 I 
:s:. L. Thorndike. "Word Rncnrledge iD the Elementary School," 
TEACHERS COLLEGE RECORD, Sept;elllber. 1921, p. 334-370. 
!-The ThoraUke General Count ot 19~1. 
J-The Thorlldike Count of Juvenile Books. 
S--the Lorge-thormike Seue.ntio Couat. 
-
L~he Lorge Magazine Cowd;. 
-
lJse ot symbol 111 exempli.tied by these aa.mplea; the figure 0118 (l) 
in the G oolWII!l iJJdicates at least ODe occurrence per million words aDil 
- ~ 
not so :ma~ as two (2) per million. 1'wo (2) Jll8ans at least two (2) occur-
1 
renee a per million aat not; ao •n;r as thre per millionJ aimila.rly , up to 
49. "A" represezxte an occurrence Of at least 50 per million words and not 
ao many aa 100 per millioa. A doable • A" (.U) JDBana the word occurred 
100 timea or liiOre per million words. "ll" in the T oolUIIJD mans that the 
-
word was one of the c0111nonest by the Thorndike count and occurred from. eoo 
to 100,000 or more times per 4,500,000 wordaJ but in the ,!! col\llllll, it iDdi-
, cates that the word occurred 1,000 tbes. 
The lexical unit ia employed by Thorndike. Regular plurals, oompe.ra-
tivea, aDd auperlatiTea, Terb forma eadi.ng in a, d, ed. and inS, past 
participles formed by adding n, adverbs ending in l;r that occur leas than 
once in a million words and equally rare adjectives formed by addi.Dg n 
to name e of places are ordinarily counted in UDder the .-in word. The 
1 
general principle followed iaJ · "Every occurrence is counted aome"WhereJ 
no occurrence ia counted twioe." 
This has been repeatedly pointed out as a lilllitation of the study, 
particularly to the teacher of shorthaBCl. Horn oritioizea the cook and 
1 
Thorndike and Lorge, op. cit., p. tx. 
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O'Shea, which •s ma.nt to be helpful in the teaching of spelling in the 
1 
elementary sChool. "In a study J1188.1lt to be a oontributio11 to spelling, 
I 
1 
derived for.ma are more important than root forma since almost iuvariably, 
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they are ~re difficult to spell. 
2 
With the shorthand teacher in mim, Leslie writes: 
••• the Thorndike lists fail to list or count separately most 
of the derivative forma that are of iD.terest to the shorthand 
teacher-plurals, past and present participles, and the like • 
• • • the SO,OOO words in the Thorndike liat represent probably 
46,000 words &en counted on the Born basis, with a separate 
entry for eaoh plural and other similar derivatives. 
s 
"Because derivatives constitute so large a part of 
any language-if oae tried to avoid thelll entirely, one would be lett with 
but a tw hundred baaio roots." 
Among the uses to which the list •Y be put, Thorndike u.iJrt;aina 
I, 
1. that it tells anyone wishing to know whether to use a word ill writiDg, 
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speaking, or teaching, how oomD.On the word is. The ! colwrm constitutes a 
s'WIIIUlry and is usnally deeiaive in this respect. The most importe.at tunc-
tion of the oGUDt il guiding the teacher's treatment of the vocabulary 
4 
problem in a claae. 
A teacher should decide oonoerning -.ny words which occur 
in books or articles to be read by the class whether to 
Hor.n, op. cit., p. 11-12. 
2 
Louis A. La slie. "Thorndike' a :so .. 000 and the Shorthand Teacher," 
BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD, June, 1946, Volume 26, P• 626. 
3 
George w. Jla.rtmaDn. "Critique of the Comnon :Method of EatilDating 
Vocabular;r Site," JOURNAL OF EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY, Ma;y, 1941, Volume 32, 
P• 352. 
4 
Thorndike and Lorge, op. oit., p. xi. 
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have the class iearn the word well enough so that the 
ability to know the scnmd aXId the important meaning or 
meanings of the word llhen they see it will · be a permn-
ent part of their stook of word knowledge or merel7 into:na 
them of its meaning temporarily so that they oan UJJderstand 
and eajoy the readi.Dg matter iD whieh it oooura. I 
In ooncludi.Dg the discussion of the Thorndike-Large count, the follow-! 
1 
ing obserYB.tion of Davis is noteworthy • 
• • • there is only a slight tez:ldenoy tor teat items to be 
more dif'tio11lt as the words being tested became leas fre-
quent aooordiDg to the word count on which the frequency 
ratings in the TEACHER •s WOIID BOOK are based. 
••• the volume {1'EACEER'S WORD BOOK) contains a convenient 
aDd useful li.t of words for Dlny purpoaea. 
He attributes this detioienoy in discriminating to the faot that with 
few exception&, no separation ot the relative frequency ot the several 
•anings that a given word -.y poaseas ia -.de in the TEA.CHER •s WORD BOOL 
AcaordiJ:Jg to llim. therefore, "frequency" ratizags cannot be used unre-
serV-edly a• "difficult~ ratings. 
The fO\trth study here to be considered is RiDs land • a BASIC VOCABULARY 
. 2 
I OF ELD4EHTARY SCHOOL CHD.DREB. Louis Lealie says of this work a 
r II 
!i : 
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The Rinsland list fits the last mi•aing atone into the arch 
of info~ticm needed by the shorthand teacher; it filla a 
long-felt "W&Dt and settles »ny a heated controversy in the 
field of Shorthand teaching. 
This study "WWLS UJ:Idertabn tor five reasonaa 
l. There is no study that has broadly sampled the writings 
1 
Frederick Davis. "The IuterpretatioD of the Frequeney RatiDga 
Obtained from the TEACHER'S WOED BOOK." JOUBNAL OF EDUCATIOBAL PSlCHOLOGY. 1i 
Maroh. 1944, P• 169. 
2 
Loui• A. Lealie. "Shorthand Significanoe of the Rinsland. Vocabulary 
Study," BUSDlESS EDUCATION WORLD, December, 1946, Vo1UJII8 26, P• 20'1. 
3 _ 
Ri:naland o • cit • ._p 5,. 
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ot children from all l!lectioas of the united Statea in 
all gradea in large numbers that is comparable to the 
counts of Thorndike (19Sl) aDd Born (191~). 
2. No atmy giTes continuous data tor all eight gradea. 
s. No published atudy gives raw trequeno;r, that 1•• 
aotual number ot tiDies a word occura in eaoh grade. 
4. No publiahe4 stuiy groupe words in each grade into 
groupe of practical aisea tor geural use, such aa 
the first h'Uildred, aDd so forth. 
5. llo study gives _a measure ot comparable frequency ot oc:-
currenoe tram grade to grade, auoh as per oeut, per 
mill, or per hundred thousaDd rwmiJl& words (the unit 
uaed in this study). 
The inflectional unit ia employed in this study, as also by' Horn. 
j' To assure uniformity ot treatment of data, rules tor tabulating were 
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1. Count all worda--roota, derived te:rma, abbreviations, and 
oontractioaa-just as they occur. 
2. Tally aepara.tely run-together worda. 
s. Delete baby talk unless terms are fOUDd to be good English 
words. 
4. Delete illegiblea. 
s. Couut the correct forma intended llhen words are spelled 
unusue.lly .or wrongly. 
6. Delete slang, provinoialisma, colloquial expressions, aa 
determined by the diotionaryJ as wll aa trade names and 
========~============================================================~===-~==== 
thiar 
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proper namea of peraoaa aDd plaoea, except very wll-
known terms. 
7. Do not tally separately word a that may be written 1n 
two •ye, but cOBaider them the aa:me for purposes ot 
tabulation. 
a. Tabulate the correct forms intellded when errors oeour 
in -the use of homonyms. 
tabulated separately. 
Two, too, and to are to be 
-- -
9. Tabulate separately words that are compounded if the 
campoanding is incorrect or ia used for runniDg compo-
sit ion. 
The general method employed in counting the frequene ie s of word s wa s 'I 
1. The papers were sorted by grades. 
2. The papers were read, and seleotioa was made tor coutent. 
3. The alphabet lfti.S divided by key words, whioh were Dimeo-
graphed in widely spe.oed positions on several sheets of 
paper ai by 11 inches. Words were then recorded trOll 
original papers. 
4. The accumulated words were transferred to large combining 
sheets, each of which held tram one to two thousand words. 
5. Totals f'rom the combining sheets -..ere entered directly in 
permanent ledgers already containi.Dg accWDUlated words 
f'rom previously publized liata. 
6. At every step, totals o£ running words and totals of' 
difi'erent words were balanced to see that no errors were 
I~ 
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made in tallying, copying, and addiDg of' totala. 
l 
Ot the :f'imings, Rinsland aayaa "One of the most striking :f'aats 
discovered after all tabulations were completed is the ver,- large number 
of different words from a cOQnt of 6,012,359 running words.• 
The author feels that this vocabulary should furnish much aore than 
90 per cent or the worda for grade eight, 8lld perhapa Imloh more than 98 
per ceut; or the words tor grade one--tth the percentages tor the ather 
2 
grades falling betlleen theae limits. lie statesa •The large number of 
words given in. thia liat beyoDi the first thousand should be a useful 
vocabulary tor the aiddle and advanced grades.• He oonoludea that aimost 
any word :might be used by children if ita meanilsg is Ullderatood, aDd if 
3 
it oo.IIBa within the aubjeot of writimg. Be .further obsernaa 
It is definitely ooasia-tent with the payohology of indiy-
idua.l differenoea 8.Dd the oo:nmoa aoientif'ie observation 
· that ranges objectively determined are almost alwaya wider 
than tho., subjectively estimated. 
1 
RiDs land, op. cit. • P• 9-10. 
2 
Ibid, P• lT. 
3 
Ibid, P• 20. 
4: 
Horn and PeteraOD. mE BASIC VOCABULARY OF BUSINESS LETTERS, Gregg 
Publishing Oompa117, Boeton, 1943. 
5 
Horn, op. cit., p. 191. 
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While the oounta 1D the presexrt ilmtatigation are suft1-
oientl7 exteDded (twenty-six olaasea of busirlesa aDd 
1,538,48'1 running words) to afford the basis tor determin-
ing a general business vocabulary, the counts tor eaoh 
business are not large enough in moat oases to ahow in a 
reliable way the vocabulary for that business. A large 
oouut tor eaoh main olaas of business would afford a 
basia for apeoial vocational lista. 
I !' The authora preaent the lower frequenoy li:sita of the OOlllpilation of 
1!
1 
1922 o£ the first five 1, 000 word groups. This buaineas-letter cOWlt ia 
!, baood on data aeoured f'roa t•ntr•il: large olaaaea of' buaineaa. fha 
I 
II average di:f'ferent number of firms inoluded in eaoh olaas is ai%. The 
total number o£ running wo!Ua is not the aam& tor each of the twenty-siX 
dif':f'erent ola18es of business. It seelll8d obvioao to the authora from. a. 
study of the data tabulated UDder the tweatraix groupa, that not merely 
I' 11 the total munber of olaaoes of business oorrespondenoe in whioh any word 
'I ,, 
I 
tl 
tl 
I 
I 
I 
ooourred waa important, but also total frequencies. A mthod of weighting 
was deviaed since there was no atandardised method of oOmbini.J3g these two 
ta.otora. Thia method was to :multiply the frequency by the square root ot 
the number of concerns i.Ja whioh the words were found. llost of the worda 
used with high frequency in th.e lettera of any business were alao found in 
letters of other olaaeitioatioas of business. 
The two atudiea ot Born reviewed in thie chapter are of oonsiderable 
val\le to the lhorthand teaoher beoause ot their listing of derivative 
II 
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II Lealie, atter roo""""DdiDg the oouroe tor recognition ot. an aviati~ II -~~ 
II ter• in order to give objectivity to the at'007, suggests the number of I 
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runniDg words necessary to reDder the study valid; he then goes into the 
1 
procedure tor oonducting the count1 
••• all that remains to be done ia to read the letters, -.king 
a 3 x 6 tiling card tor eaah aviation term, am at the same 
time keeping at least an approxiDIP.te tally Gt the nUlllber ot 
runnil!tg words of letters you have counted. 
Zoubek in hi• business-letter phrase-frequency count recounted in 
IIJ 2 
the BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD tells us thiaa 
I .A.a a basis tor this study, the };hraae content ot 1,469 letters 
representing 250,143 word a, -waa analysed. These letters repre-
sented more than titty different linea or business. Each 
phraae 11aa written on a card each time that it ooourred. The 
cards are alphabetised and the duplioates eliminated. The 
phrases were then arranged iD order of frequency. 
Implicit iD every study here reviewed is the realisation ot the worth 
ot objective measurement in the determination or vooabular,y needs. Each 
study is useful not only tor ita coubexrt, but; as a basia tor furl;her 
research. The studies possess a degree of reliability alld validit7 which 
cannot be ascribed to a subjective eeti.Jiate. 
With this underata.nding of the worth ot word studies, it is the pur-
pose ot this study to determine by auoh objective m~~~ans a medical vocabu-
lary tor the stenograPher• or an inatitutiaa tor the teeble~ded. 
Ribaudo. op. cit •• p. 7A. 
2 
Charles E. Zoubek. "BusiDeaa-Letter Phrase-Frequency Count. • 
BUS.IlfESS EDUCATION WORLD, February. 1948, Volume 28, P• 356. 
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The ensuing ohaptera diaolosa methods and procedures used in oon-
I ducting the ooant. tiDdiDga. and ooncluaioD.B drawn aa a reault ot tiDdiDga. ' 
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aa ell as discussion of limitations and need tor further reaearoh. J 
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OHAP'l'ER III 
:uEi'HODS AND PROCEDURES 
With the permission ot Dr. c. Stanley Raymoal, SupeririteDdent of the 
Wrentham State SChool, aDd the cooperation of Miaa Greeley, hia aecret&r,y. 
this word-frequency oount was oonduoted on the premises of the aohool. 
The three typea of material-abatraots .. autopsy reports .. aDd x-ray 
reports...,...re obtained from the files of the echool. Autops7 aDd abstract 
materials were founi in the •Discharged" files 11!1. the basemsnt ot the gen-
eral ofi'1Gte. X-ray material 118.8 filed in the office of the stenographer 
in the Clinioal Building (the Wallaoe Reaearah Le.borat017)• The 
•Diaoharged• files wre those dated 1940 to 1950, aDd folders were filed 
alphabetically within them. Sinoe the case folders of those wlu~ died in 
the institution W8re included in these "DiaOharged• files. autopa7 report• 
were to be obtaiud from these ea:me files. 
Folders wre removed tram these files.. observing the alphabetic 
ordering both for the oount of abstract material aDd autopsy reports. The 11 
first folder removed began with the initial •A." Actu.al runniDg words · 
oounted for abstracts amoanted to 10,121. . This co:asiated of eight complete I 
abstraota. 
The running warda o0111Jted in autopsy reports added to 11,514:. Thia 
represented t-nlve oamplete auhopsyreporta. 
X-ray reports •re filed by date-last date first-in the office of 
the Clini cal-Building stenograJ:her. Each report covered a two-week period. 
RUJming words counted ill this investigation amounted to 10 .. 178. !his 
-=-= =-"'-~ --==--·=-=-== -==-===~= ==--
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ocaapri aed tnlve x-ray reports, coveriDg a period of aix acmtha trcm 
Jul7 28. 194?. to :O.oember 22. of the aa.me year. 
This meant that a total Gt &2,419 words were investigated for the 
three type• of lll!tdioa.l diotation most heavily charged lfith medical termin-
ology iD thia sohool. (See Table I, page ~.) 
Dorls.Dd ta AllERIOAN MEDICAL DICTIONARY 11&8 selected aa the souroe for 
the recognition of a Jlll9dical term for thia count. This accorded with the 
1 
auggestion of Leslie• 
The next deciaion relates to the identification of aviation 
terms. What is an aviation term? A• a practical •tter, 
you will probably be able to recognize aubjeotively the 
aviation terma in the correapcmdenoe oowrt;. For thesis pur-
poses, however, you would have to haTe an objeotiTe defini-
tion. Jly suggestion WOtlld be that you get the largest 
available diotioJVLry axd arbitrarily say that any word con-
tained therein would be recognized in your count. 
AD alphabetical indexiDg was -.de on aheets at by 11 inches-e. aepa-
rate set of such sheets being set up for the three different claasea. 
Before any other rulea were f'ormlated-beyoxd that of' deciding the aouroe , 
tor reo~ition ot medical terms-:. plan tor guaranteeiDg the inclusion. of , 
every Jlll9dioal term accepted by the souroe had to be :made. 
43 
It was decided to approx~te the number Of pages constituting 10.000 1 ~ 
running words in ea.ch class of' mdioal diot&tioa. a.nd to am a prelimina.17 
survey Of each set ot 1011 000 for medical terms. Autopsy reports wre 
analysed .tir..t. Every term. baedia.tely recognised as medieal was recorded 
under the corresponding letter of the alpha.bet on the indexed &heats; also. 
every queatioPble term. Bo attempt •• -.de at tallyi~ .tor th.is claaa 
1 
Ribaudo. op. oit •• p. 7A. 
TABLE I 
mn.IDER OF RUNNnfG WORDS INVESTIGATED 
ClaaasiticatiollB 
Abstracts 
x-Ray Beporta 
, Total 
IN THIS WORD-FREQUENCY OOUBf 
Number 2£. Runntf Words 
Investiga 
10,727 
11,614 
10,178 
32,419 
I 
. I 
-r 
:i of dictation or tor either of the other two in thia preliminary prooedure. 
The aa.JD9 procedure •• used in ISUn'eying abstract aDd x-ray ~~aterial. 
The adoption, of this prooadure disoloaed several taotaa 
1. The dictionary included terms readily taailiar to the 
lapNl, suoh as names ot parts of the bodr"'flra, ankle, 
abdomen, aDd the like. 
2. Every derintive form of a Ddioal term was not to be 
tOUDd in the source. 
~. It could not be determined without constant recourM 
to the AMERICAN MEDICAL DICTIOBARY whioh teru not 
imaediately recognizable aa medioal would be included 
in that source. 
4. The Cllliasion Of plurals, because these derivative forma 
d~ not appear in the source, or of the third peraoa, 
singular, present tense of verba, would d.eprive the 
couat of ~ important medical terma. 
5. Certain phrase• appearing in the cCNDt were to be toand 
in the aeuroe. 
s. The "Anatamica.l Diagnoses• aad "Cause of Death" sections 
of the autopsy reports sometimes consisted ot long Latia. 
phrase a. 
'T. Miaapellinga, misuse of how:myms, and other wroug uaea 
ot medioal terma were discovered. 
8. Some of the tenu found ia the medical material did not 
tit the definitions aa given 1a the dictionary. 
I 
I 
I . 
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+ ===--=======.,.-==--~~. 1 Before concludiDg this prelim:l.naey &Un'ey ot materials. every term 
had to be checked individually against the soarce to justify ita inclusion 
in the cmmt. The finding• reported above etf'eoted a decision as to the 
rule• that W01lld have to be set up before coDCluotiDg the cO'IDit. The rulea 
toZ'IIIlllated were as follows; 
i _.. 1. The Al&ERIOAll l4EDIO.U. DICTIONARY ot DOrland was to be the 
II 
I· i 
II 
I 
---- -1L-
s011rc• tor the recognition and inclusion ot all medioal 
terms encountered with the following adaptationsr 
a) The plural of' nouns appearing 1D the aoarce would be 
inoluded. 
b) The third peraoa aiDgular • present tenae of verba 
appeari.Jig in the aourc• ehould also be included. 
2. Terma appearing in the source but not tittiDg any ot the 
definitions would be omitted troa the count. 
z. Certain terms deemed readily familiar to the laYJINl 
should receive separate listing without count. 
4. Three separate frequency- counts should be made tar eaoh 
ot the three sets o£ dictated -.terD-1. 
5. The system to be employed in conducting the count ahould 
be that of tallying. 
6. Phrases listed in the diotionaey would be listed aDd tallied 
as one tel'll. 
7. llisspellings or wrong word usage among medical terms would 
be corrected. 
8. Homon;vma among medical terms misused in these aterials 
would be replaced by the correct form. 
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9. Abbreviations would be written in :ruu. 
10. The Latin expressions for "Anatomical Diagnoses" and 
. . 
"Cause or Death" would be recorded separatel7, where 
such expressions could not be fow:ld in the dictionary. 
llhen these rules had been set up, aotual count begaa. Terms ascer-
tained. to be medical b7 check against the source in the prel!mi:ne.ey 
survey- were transferred to three separate sets or sheets tor abstracts. 
autopsies, and x-ra7s. These sheets were ai by 11 inches and were alpha-
betioall)" indexed. In counting terms, a &mlll vertical mark was made 
beside medioal term for each occurrence. For each fi.f'th occurrence, a 
diagonal was drawn through the foor vertical marks. 
Rwm.iDg words were determined in the toll owing Dlfl.Wler. The number 
ot inche a to the halt inch ot the average line on a page of typewritten 
-.terial ns measured. This result was multiplied by ten (10) since there 
are ten strokes to an inch of pica. print. (All the aterial covered in 
t his count was in pica print.) This product 118.S :wltiplied iD turn by the 
nUIII.ber of lines to the page. Fram the result was subtracted the sum ot 
indentatioas and incomplete linea found in the saae anDer; 1. e., nu.mber 
II 
'I 
of inches multiplied by ten (10). This result as divided by five, allow-
ing five strokes for the standard word in pica priDt. This gave the number ·I 
I of standard words to a page. This method of ooDduoting the count was 
1. necessitated by the unevenness of the DtterD.l to be counted for rw:ming 
II 
I words. 
I (See Appendix B., 1, 2, and 3.) Paragraph headings containing hdi-
cal terms liere added to the total number or strokes found for the pe.ge 
, before dividing by five. 
T ====~~===-:t#-=--=--= 
Observing the rule1 draWJ'l up tor the count. the investigation was 
ef'tected on the premises of the school. When the count ot dietated 
-.terilll under the three separate ole.ssifications ws completed, the work 
to be done on the premises was concluded. 
Three frequency lists were to be set up for abstracts, autopsies. 
and x-ray reports. On these lists the most frequently occurring medical 
terms would be listed first, the rest follewing in descending order. An 
alphabetical listing would then be made for convenience in finding corres-
pobding shortharld outlinea. These outlines would not be presented in the 
frequency lista. 
Tally marks vmre totaled for each. term. All frequency .figures were 
listed on sheets ~ by 11 inchea .for eaoh set of dictation. Terms occur-
ring, but on~e, were alao included. Medical terms "Were then listed al:Pta-
betically under the appropriate frequency figure. 
An alphabetical listing Of all terms found in the three counta ws 
made, and shortharld outUn•• 11here found given. Shorthand outlines were 
sought in three sources. Outlines not presented for certain plurala o£ 
noun• or tor the third person singular of verbs. present tense, were also 
presented. Shorthand outlilles were alao given in the listing of familiar 
terms not included in the count. 
The following chapter will present the results of this count. It will 
present seven lists: 
1. Ccmmon Medical Terms Omitted t'rom this Count. 
1j 2. Phrases inel'tlded in this Count. 
II s. Lath Phra•• Found in thi& Study (not found in the souroe). 
II 
' 
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4. Frequency Count of Abstract Term.a. 
5. Frequency Count of Autopsy Teru. 
s. Frequency Count of X-ray Ter.ma. 
7. List of Terma Found in this Stud7 with ShorthaJ:Id Outline a. 
Lists f()Ul', five, and aix are the resulte of the frequency count. 
List seven ia the alphabetic list of all medical terms in the three 
separate counts. 
=4=-=--=--= 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE WORD-FREQUENCY 
COUNT 
These are the results of the word-frequency count conduoted at the 
Wrenthaa State School. FiDiizags are presented in seven lists. 
List I contains seventy {70) medical terms for parts of the body. 
The ter.ma were judged auttieiently familiar to the layman and eas,y tor 
the shorthand writer to be excluded from th$ oOUDt. However, ahorthalld 
1 
outline• 'W8re presented with the words of the Gregg publishers in mind. 
"Although tae7 (these comnon words) wre not included in the count, they 
should nevertheleae be praotited because most of them are frequently used 
in an;r type of medioal dictation." All but seventeea ( 17) are to be 
found in the LaViola listing of common terms. 
List II contains thirty-six phrases counted as units 1D this study. 
These phraaea wre aelected arbitrarily. They all appear iD the Al4ERICAH 
MEDICAL DICTIONARY. 
List III presents ten Latin phrases that are not to be found in the 
awrce f'or recognition of medical tel'ld. They are listed under "Anatom-
ical Diagnoses," "Clinical Diagnoses," and "cause ot Death." Their inclu-
sion adds to the crrer-a.ll picture of the type diotation, the prospective 
stenographer might expeot. 
LaViola, op. cit., p. 11. 
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Liat IV giTea the mdical terms foUild in the dictation of case 
abstracts. The number of auoh tenut is 313. 
List ·v contaias medical ter.ms found in autopsy dictatiODJ it oomprisea 
45 0 tel'll8. 
List VI contains medical terms found in dictaticm. ef x-rays and con-
sists of 300 terms. 
This gives a total of 1.068 terma found 1JI. the three sepe.rt.te oounta. 
(See Table II, page 52.) However, because the vocabularies of the three 
type• of dictation over-lap, List VII shows aot\llally 828 terma found. 
Li.st VII 11 all alphabetic liating of all the md ioal tenas found 1a 
I 
this count or the three class ef dictat1011. It contaiaa 832 tenus. Three j, 
terma are inolllded, 'Which did not appear ill the count; they are the more I 
technical namea for terms familiar to the layua. They are cioatrb: tor 
soar, deglutitiOD tor na.llowiag, and lamina for tables. One other term- ~ 
mongoloid-is included, though not 1A the .AlfERICAN :MEDICAL DICTIONARY, 
beoauae it appears more frequently thaD mongoliaa in thia iastitution. 
Three sources -were used for shorthand outl:lll.ea: the GREGG J.1EDICAL 
SHORTH.AliD l4A.BUA.L, the GREGG SHORTHAND DICTIONARY, and the 6,000 MOST-USED 
:MEDICAL TEB!S by LaViola. One term-coronal-was found 1a a different 
reference--the ROBERTS MEDICAL HANDBOOK. 
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TABLE II 
.I 
I 
NlJlffiER OF ldEDICAL TERMS FOWID 
/ IN THIS STUDY 
,ibstracte 313 
Autopsies 460 
X-Ray Reports 306 
Total 1,068 
I 
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I LIST I 
II Common :Medical Terms Omitted From I 
,, 
-
I 
Thia Cow.tt 
- -
abdomen 
.2::::-- eyelid Ol ~ I 
ankle C)> c::::::..-- face ,) I 
appendix v finger 
' II am foot k a 
'I 
back ~ to ream )q 
I ~ I belly L forehead ,)/ I' 
,I & gall I' 
'I 
bladder 
,---z=;:£ ~ 
0 ~ </ ,, I blood gall bladder 
bOdy L gland ~ ~~ 
bowel k hair o' / II 
braia ~ hal:ld y I I 
breast 
-'-
head 
·/ 
II 
cheek k heart ·e: 
II 
Ji chest 
-?- heel • ~ 
II ,. ;I ear hip ( 
!I 
0 ;c; 
7 
elbow index fillger /-L T I eye intestine z: 
I eyeball L jaw .L 
eyebrow 
..k joint j/ 
eyelash 
GlZ ' 
0 kidney ~ 
_:.;::-..::.=-_-~_ --==-:::;:;:. _.;:;:: -~ 
I' 
I 
- I S4 
scalp b r 
II 
shoulder c I 6 
shoulder blade ~ 
skin 
...J;;x; 
skull 1:-a 
I 
I 
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knee 
il 
I leg 
II 
l c:r:---. 
II 
lip I e ( 
liver 7 lung 
-......-. 
mouth =:=zr;: a pine L. 
JDQ&cle 
.;==7_ stcmaoh ~ 
neok c:z:a thigh ~ 
throat ~ 
thwnb ~ 
nerve / 
nipple 
"C:: 
nose 
--. 
toe C' 
palate { e;- tongue 
.::;;:::: 
tooth ~ 
I k I' palm 
trunk c-:-
wrist 
'C 
II papil t I 
II rib T II 
jl 
I 
I' 
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LIST II 
Phrases Included in This Count 
--
appendices epiploicae galea aponeurotica 
aeoendiag colon Gram's atain 
BiDet's test Hinton test 
Bouin's fluid :aajor labia 
blood count minor labia 
blood pressure otitis media 
chicken pox pediculus capitis 
Colle a • fracture pia aracbnoicl 
crista Galli rigor mortia 
descending colon Schick test 
Dick test ae lla turoica 
Doderlein' a baoillus specific gravity 
dorsum sellae spiD& bifida 
ductus Botalli spinal canal 
foramen Botalli spinal cord 
foramen magnum Sylvian fissure 
foramen ovale transverse colon 
Tuberculin PatCh test 
whooping cough 
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LIST III 
Latin Phrases Found ,!!. !.!!!, Stud;y: 
colon aaoendena 
colon deacendena 
colon transver~ 
oordae tendinae 
dislocatio vesicae urinariae 
morbus Hirschsprungii 
myotonia dystrophia 
paralysis ape. atica extremitatum inferiorum 
aeptwn intra-auriculare 
status epilepticue 
I 
i 
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LIST IV 
Frequen.& Oount 2! Abstract Terma 
~8 ooulist 
negative paralysia 
17 Sohick te rrt; 
mental typhoid 
16 6 
diagnosis alignment { alinem!tnt) 
normal oells 
12 maternal 
hospital maxi llary 
11 m.uoous 
family urinalyai• 
spastio Wassermann 
vaccination weight 
10 5 
tests aoid 
9 albumin 
-
birth defective 
ocelusion deformitiea 
positiv• Dick test 
8 oell 
clinio Hinton 'test 
color le.ryngologist 
patient 
reaction 
apeoitio gravity-
8tain 
staining 
sugar 
tone 
urine 
intil'Jlflry 
4 
cavity 
ohronics 
dental 
depoait 
gingivitis 
gynecological 
outpatient 
physical 
regular 
aibling 
test 
tonsila 
c-s 
,}., 
-~ 
3 2 diseases 
abno~l abrasion dysmenorrhea 
alternating abnormaliti•a eosinophil a I, 
base accident f olds I 
convulsions activ• gonorrhea ,, 
doetor a cut. graa (gm.) I 
I 
epithelial bacteria hemiplegia 
'I extractions bacter1olor:;ioal hemogl•bin II 
extremit ies Binet •a teat hyperopic I 
general blooi ooant idiocy-
gonooooous (GC) bronohitill immunization 
heal't.h brow inf'anti l • 
illbeoil• cavities inoculation 
leukocytes cent:llaetera (ca. ) internal 
moron cerebral l ymphs 
paraplegia cerUIJen male 
polymorphonuclear (PW) cervioal ID9dia 
psyohopathio clinioal med ia.n 
reflexes coarss miorooephalia 
re.f'raetiTe ocmplaint movement a 
a oar congenital nerve 
aquamous dentist organic 
~I 
II atrabi8liUB dif'.tere:at:ial periOd 
I 
I 
:I tonsillitis diseaH pr egnancy-
ji I' ,I 
il 
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II 
pregnant arthritis convergent 
'I 
premature aapeot ccmvulsion 
I! pus a.tigmat ism coordinaticm 
., 
/: retardation athetoid cyanosis 
retinal axillae cyanotic 
tear a l;)asophilo death 
ample blind de.forDity 
transitiO!lala blood pressure delivery 
tremor braehycephalio dentit ion 
trophic breech developmental 
twin buooal digestive 
vision buttooka dilation 
'Whoopi ng coup cancer diso 
1 cariel discs 
abscesses cartilage disoharge 
accommodation catamenia dispensary 
r! acne cata:m9nial Doderlein'• bacillus ' t 
,, 
adenoid I cervix drwu I' 
I! a nellie chicken pox eczema 
angle. childhood erratio 
anomalies coitus exl:ierne.l 
I' 
anterior cold eyegrounda 
appetite compound .facie a 
:I 
arrhythmia conjunctivitis .fever 
I 
--- ,--
- I 
I )0 
l 
filling laboratory munur• 
filliaga lateral scul.&ture 
fiJ!dinga len sea mute 
fissures lesions nasal 
flows leukorrhea nervous 
fluid lice nita 
I 
forceps linear oooipital 
formation lobule a organia. I 
I 
;I 
Graa's stain manic-depressive organia.s 
groaa mastoiditis origin 
i! hemorrhage Daternit7 orthopedic 
hen&ia measles otitis media 
homatropine meatus papular 
idiot membrana paralytic 
ill method patellar 
impacted menorrhagia pathology 
~I infection mercuroohrome pediculi inf'eatation matorrhagic pediculosis capitis 
II infirmity nidwite periods 
·I 
•I inspection minor labia perver sions 
II irisea 
miscarriage pe1--verl 
irregular :m:isoarriage a }?henylpyruvio 
jerka mucopurulent pigmentation 
labor mucoid platelets 
-=-~-- -~-=---= ===-=--= 
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postnatal squint 
posterior stigmata 
pre gnanc ie s stillborn 
presentation subnorJM.l 
prognathiBJn sunburn 
psychosis surgical 
pubic s~ptCils 
pyriform syphilis 
rape systolic 
refraction nallowin& 
region thrombosis 
II 
r ickets thyroid 
seabiea treatment 
j! 
1: 
scaphoid tuberculin patch teat 
scapula tympani 
I scapulae tympanitic I~ scoliosis umbilical 
secreti on unoonsoioue 
I sex urethra 
l 
j' sinuQ vi&ual 
II 
sinuses x-ray 
II skeletal 
I specimen I 
I 
speculum 
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11 LIST V 
I Frequ!!!oz Count .2£ Auto~2: Term.!_ 
I· 
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47 tat 12 
-
grams (gm.) lobe lobes 
38 . t i asue testicles 
centimeter a (em.) 21 thyDIIlB 
33 normal 11 
-
oalva.riwa 19 hemorrhages 
-
cavity color incision 
31 thyroid 10 
-
forma.lin · 18 death 
30 pe.ncreaa infiltration 
aurfaoe 16 :mntal 
28 thoraoio cwariea 
abdominal 15 posterior 
-
27 apinal oo:d tuberculosis 
-
p:l.tuitar;y 14 ventricle 
-
24 adrenal a 9 
-
adrens.l hemorrhagic atropq 
spleen mitral convexity 
valve 13 degeneratiOA 
23 atrophic diapb.rap 
-
autopsy congested dura 
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1: 
medulla temporal me.ases 
I' omentum. 6 membrane ;I 
II tricuspid capsule mesocolon 
weight clinical organa 
8 diagnoses processes 
'I I capacity engorged pulmonary 
I congestion leptOD!Ininge a suture 
I crepit ant occlusion tubert;)ular 
li cuspa paritttal 4 
.fibrotic p..ricardi&l axilla 
7 postmortem bilateral 
adheJiona pubio center 
anterior region cerebral 
aortio sac clinoid 
cerebellum sternwa clots 
cortex suture a columna 
dillgnosis vessels foraaen Botalli 
diameter 5 infantile 
frontal bile inspection 
negative colon medial 
oooipital dichromate miorooephalic 
parenchyma hemisphere microcephaly 
sagittal inte stina.l patterns 
suboutaneoaa liquid pelvis 
I 
I! 
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I peritoneum 
II 
cystic necrosis 
II 
pleura descending nodule a 
pleural duOdenum orbit 
II proeess extension ossification 
!J ainu a external patent 
ij tuberculous f'aoiea pelvio 
I valv8a fibrous ph a~ I 
ventricle a fluid rigor mortia 
wall foramen :magmm septum 
3 hyperemia spinal 
an~lies hypertrophy Sylvian fialSUre 
aorte. ird uration a;ymmetrical 
aroh injected thenar 
area a internal trachea 
artery irregule.r uterus 
atelectatic iria vertebral 
basi a lateral 2 
Bouin male abnor•l 
Bouin • a tlui4 argin adhesive 
cavities D~Bningeal atheroatoaia 
centimeter (om.) maentery at01l1' 
convolutional miorosoopio bronchopneumonia 
crepitation mongolism capillaria a 
curvature musculature cavemeN a 
===~-=-
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chronio indurated pneumonia 
clivus intercostal porencephaly-
collapse kyphoscoliosis precentral 
colloid lipomatosis pulpa: 
compression lividity residuals 
congenital lobules rigidity 
congestive lumbar root a 
cornea ll8rrow sclerotic 
cyanosis !lAsset er scrotum 
cyanoti'! meohanioal section 
depressed microgyria segments 
depress i on miliary- sella. turoioa 
dilatation mucosa sex 
displacement nephritis sigmoid 
doli~ho~ephalie obeaitae spe.oe 
edema opt;io spe.stia 
eryaipelaa paralysis specimen 
facial parathpoid splanchnomiory 
fontanel parieto-ocoipital subarachnoid 
gland,ular pathology superior 
helix penis teaticle 
hemorrhage pericardium translucent 
hepatizatioa peritonitis ulceration 
hypo statio plaques ulcera 
-=- -~=~=-=-=--- ---="""'====,======== 
Ullbilious broaohi depressions 
urine bronchioli desoending oolon 
valgua bronchopneumonia deve lopm!lntal 
vertebrae bulb diploe 
volvulus buttocks distention 
1 oaloifioation distortion 
acini capillary dorswa sellae 
adheres caverns duct 
air cecal ductus Botalli 
antihelix ooliti• dyatroph;y 
aperture a configuration enSiform 
aP\'X consolidation epididymis 
appendioea epiploicae convolution epidural 
arachnoid couvolutions exostosia 
area corneae extremities 
areolar coronal exudate 
asoending colon costal exudations 
asthenic cribrifora falx 
atlas crista Galli feoea 
auto-intoxioatioD ousp temale 
axillary debris fibers 
axis deformity fibrosis 
brachyoephalio degenerative fissure 
braohyoephal;r dehydration fiaaurea 
~~~~~-=================================~======----
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fixation idioo;v- -.rgina.l 
flexion ileus. med i&at inw:a 
fluotuatb.g iliua medullary 
fooal immediate meninges 
focus impregnates meningioma 
for8.lll8n inoiaiGII'ls menb.gitia 
foramen Botalli incieors minor labia 
fracture indioat10J1 necrotie 
gal•a aponeurotioa inf'eotion nodule 
ganglia infectious notch 
gelatinous interior nutritiODal 
general interventr icular obe" 
gonadal intraveubri oular obesit;y 
gorJ.fl.d• iodine obatruoti OD 
gr anular ischium olfactory 
gross jaUDdioe organ 
gyri lf¥nbdoid oateOULlaoi& 
hemispheres leptomeningitis pa.ohymeningitia 
hepatitis lesi on palpebral 
hilus : lipoi d a pathologist 
II 
hydrocephaly lobar pattern 
-I 
hypertroplio lumen pectoral I 
!' 
hypogonad i a major labia perioorditis I 
hypoplasia mammillary perihepatitis 
I 
I 
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II 
II 
perbletritia serous tube a 
i' perimetri\Jil ainu sea vaaoular ,I 
'I peripheral solutiGD vegetations 
I peritoneal spinal oaD&l veins 
ph;ysioal aque.ma ventricular 
pia arachnoid statue vessel 
pig:meatation st•rnal zygG~~J~.tio 
I pleurisy supinator a ' 
,j plica aurf'aoea I 
r pole a surgical 
poua symphysia 
I prepuberty syndactyly 
I pramineno• table I 
II pulmonariea thorax 
II 
II 
pylorus thromboaia 
I reo~ thrOJ.lbi 
retrocecal thyroidal 
:j roof tissues 
II ruptures tragus 
li ~oral transverse 
I 
I scaphoid transverse colon 
I scapulae transveraum 
,I sclerosis trochanter 
II 
sections tube 
__ _J_ -= 
8 
apices 
bronchiectasia 
diameter 
diaphragm 
7 
epiphyseal 
localised 
I 
,. pneum.onitia 
,, 
respiratory 
I 
I~ 6 
II bases 
II dorsal I~ lateral 
II 
I 
medial 
. ! 
pel via 
posterior 
sella turo ica 
vertebrae 
5 
bilateral 
centimeter a {cxa.) 
diagnosis 
hilua 
~­
-,, --
?0 
indieation preaBUre 
malleolua prominence 
osteomyelitis residual 
parenchyma x-ray 
spina bii'ida 3 
4 aorta 
abnormality areas 
angle arthritia 
angulation oardiao 
cavitation carpal 
cavities oamminuted 
cervioal consolidati on 
chronio descending 
coarse diaphragms 
costophrenie diffUM 
cranial epicondyle 
external erosion 
foci feJIU%' 
interstitial humeNI 
Jre.ndible hypertrophic 
minimal infl8JIIIf}.tory 
mottling lea ion 
phalange a lobe 
pneumonio Dar gin 
?l 
Jlll!)tatarsal ateleotasis paraoardiac 
Jlll!)tatarsua auricular parietal 
nasal axillary patient 
peripheral bursitis phalqgeal 
pneumonia call11a phalanx 
radius center a pituitary 
regres sion clavicle positive 
resolution olinioal premolars 
tissue configuration prooeses 
tissues contour root 
tuberculous contour a root 
tumor deformity sa oral II 
virus depression sacro-iliac I 
2 dorsum sellae sagittal 
a bd. aminal effusion apace 
absorption emphyselll8. aternua 
aocesso17 formation swelling 
acetabulum fractures subluxation 
acute lesions surtaoes 
alignment ( alinement) loop tables 
anterior molar thorax 
. i 
! 
apioal obtuse tibia 
apposition occipital transposition 
articular orbital transverse 
I 
I 
---~ ~~ ulaa 
II UDiOR 
I 
vertebral 
l 
abnormal 
abscess 
acromioolavicular 
adhesion 
aeration 
anomalies 
anteroposterior 
arch 
arrested 
aspect 
asthma 
a1oypioal 
auricle 
basi a 
biouapidl 
blebs 
calvarium 
cathartic 
centimeter {em.) 
clavicular 
=~:,_ 
~ (" ,. : 
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clinoid gra.nul011a 
clinoid a growth 
ooloa haustral 
Colle a• fracture hemorrhage 
congestive hernia 
cortex herniation 
cortical histoplaamoai a 
crest homogeneous 
curvature hypertrophy-
demineralizatiom iliac 
deviatiou. impacted 
diaphragmatic bl.paction 
di sbortion infarct 
dorsolumbar irregular 
emphyae:matoua intercurrent 
euemaa internal 
epiphysis inter ~pee 
etiology- intra sellar 
exostosis junction 
tibrotie kyphosooliosia 
tooua kyphosis 
fragmentation lead 
frontal lordotic 
functional :al:t'ormation 
maaaea pyogenic teDderneaa 
-.ato1d reaction terminal 
metastatic reduction trachea 
metatarsal a residue tubercular 
mitral restoration tuberoulcma 
molars rheumatic ventricular 
node rickets viscera 
oblique nd imentary x-ra.ya 
obliteration scoliosis ZOD8 
origin segment 
088801.111 sella 
osteoporoaia shadow 
paraplegia shaft; 
patellae spa sa 
pedicle a spastic 
periapical specific 
peribronchial spur 
peri ost i tis apura 
periphery sputum 
phase status 
physical substance 
pleural supraclavicular 
poisoning symphysis 
primary aymptoaa 
LIST VII 
LIST OF TERMS FOUND IN THIS STUDY 
WITH SHORrHAND OUTLINES 
abdolliaal 
abaormal 
abnormaliti•• 
abnormality 
abralio 
absoeaa 
abscesaea 
absorption 
accessory 
aooident 
aooOllllllod at i oa 
acetabulum 
acid 
acini 
acne 
~ . 
! aoromioola.vioular~ 
II 
aotiTe 
acute '2: 
1 
adenoid a 
adheres 
adhesion 
adhesions 
adhesive 
adrenal 
adrenal a 
* aeratioa 
air 
albumin 
1 
a ligJllllttnt 
alternating 
anemic 
angle 
angulatiou. 
ancwaliea 
anterior 
anteroposterior 
*antihelix 
~ ~~ 
c<J?: I! 
sa= d. II 
~ ~~ 
C'p I' 
'7 =~ I 
o I 
0 
8 It 
Spelled "aliatuleJat" ill the AMERICAN :MEDICAL DICTIONARY and the La 
, Viola stud;r. 
~-=- -=-- ==-~--=- ==- -============= ====== #= 
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I aorta atelectatic jl ~ a;;;;;::o ,I 
aortic 
.£:::.:: * atheromatosis ~ 
aperture• b * athetoid - ~ 
apex 
.(:._ * atlas ~ 
apical L. at oiLy .a::. 
~ 
' * apioes ~ atrophic ~ I· 
·: * appendices epiploioae e! L atror>h7 ~ 
jl appetite ~ atypical t 
I apposition L- auricle ~ I' 
I 
arachnoid * auricular ~ ~ 
arch 
..L.. auto-1ntox1Gation ~ I~ area autopsy ~ 
-t- I 
areas ~ axilla ~ I~ 
1. * areolar * axillae I 9r- 0 ~ 
arre&ted ~ axillary ~ 
arrhythmia ~ axis ~ 
artery ~ B ,, 
k ·I ' arthritis bacteria I ~_....< 
·I 
II 
articular ~ * bacteriological ~~ 
aaceDii~~& colon ~ baaal f /I aspect L base I 
I asthenic ~ bases z l' asthma ~ baaia 
II 
astipatia * baaophils { ~ atelectasis ~ biouspida I 
I 
_...:..;:.-==----~ .=.:=-~--=- =-=-~=-=-=--~-==- - -- I ,~ 
- I 76 
------lt ~ bilateral c 
-
bile L caloitioation ~ I. I' L ; * Binet's teat oallua ~ 
I· L * calvarium I birth I / 
I. ~ bleb a oanoer blind capacity ~ I' * L capillaries , Bauin 
ZL./ ~ * Bouin' 1 fluid capillar,y ~ 
bloo! cowst 0 capsule ~ -blood prea11ure cardiac 
'' * brachyoepbalie oarpa.l ~ ~ . . I 
* brachyoephal7 cartilage ~ 
*breech z oatqenia ~ * catQienial bronchi ~ 
bronchiectasia ~ cathartic ~ * bronchioli * cavernous 7 bronchi-til caverns 7 bronchopaeumoDia ~ * cavitation 7 * bronohopneumonic z= cavities 7 brOW' cavit7 7 L * cecal buooal ah 
bulb 5-r cell .L...... burait:l.a ~ cella ~ buttocks center .J._ 
-
..;...- - --=---=--~- =--~ =--
= 
centers 
I 
:· centimeter 
I * centimeters 
cerebellum 
cerebral 
Ill *cerumen 
cervical 
cervix 
chicken pox 
childhood 
chroaic 
cicatrix 
clavicle 
\I 
* clavicular 
11 clinic 
I clinical I 
*clinoid 
I 
1
1 * clinoids 
I! *clivus 
I! 
II clots 
I! 
I
I coaree 
11 coitus :I 
cold 
colitis 
-=---=-~--- ---
GZ . ) 
collapse 
Colles' fracture 
colloid 
colon 
color 
columns 
colllldnuted 
complaint 
compound 
compression 
configuration 
congenital 
congested 
congestion 
oongest iTe 
conjunctivitis 
consolidation 
contour 
contours 
convergent 
convexity 
convolution 
convolutions 
* convolutional 
I 
\I 
I ?7 
:~a~ li 
<7 .v' 1: 
I 
CW6 , I 
~
I 
7 I· 
I 
7 I 
c;- II 
~ 
L 
7 
7 . 
7 ~~~ 
II II 
II 
-I ?8 ~ 
,I convulaioD * debris .d' I ~ I 
COII'TU1SiOD8 ~ defective ~ I ~ ,, coordination detormitiea 
II cornea 
-....-o defor.mit 7 ~ 
!
1 
*corneae ~ degeneration ~ i! 
li coronal ~ degenerative ~ I 
II 
cortex ~ deglutition 2-----r/ ~I ~ oortioal ~__, deh~ration 
II 
costal delive17 ~ I ~ 
11 * oostopb.renio ~ * demir&eralization I 
,; cranial densitiea L2 
I 
crepitant ~ density .c 
crepit atioa ~ 
dental 
.c::--
creat ~ dentist c 
cribriform dentition L J ! *crista Galli deposit d. -----Q___p 
~ 
curv~ture :z 
depressed ~ 
cusp depressioa & 7 
cuaps ~ depreasiona 4 oyanosia dermatitis ~A I 
cyanotic ~ descending ~ t 0 
cyatio ~ descending colon ~~ 
D developmental ~ 
death deviation ~ 
----t~ ================~========================~==~~======~==--=-=---
I' 
I' 
ll 
?9 
.. 
=JF ----
I 
I 
I 
diagnosia ~ diatortion ~ I I I' 
,, 'I 
'i diagnoses ~ doctor L II 
I· ~ * Doderlein•s baoillu.~ 
·I 
di&.lDiter 
I· ~ * d oliohooepha.lio d i aphragm ~ I, I 
j, * diaphragmtio ~Q dorsal ~ I 
0 ~I 1: * diaphragms <fr? * dorsolumbar I r 
1 * dichromate ~ * dorawa sellae /! c1 
Diok test ~,--e druaa ~ 
,, 
d if'ferential 4 duct ~ I 
diffuse 
.L2 *ductus Botalli ~~ 
di1estive & duodenum / -dila.tatioa dura L: 
dilation ~ * dyamenorrhea ~~ II 
I' *diploe ~ dystrophy 0 
-
disc ~ E 
disoa ~ · eczema ~ 
discharge ~ · edema ..c: diuase effusion L 
disease a ~ emphy-sema. ~ dislooatien ~ emphysematous 
-zv. dispensary 
.:f. enemas c::> u -("" 
displacement ..2C----e_ engorged ? distal ~ ensiform 
distention ~ eosinophil• ~ 
. I 80 
,, 
I ~ l * epicomyle ~- fecea 
epididymis ~ 
-
feD.l• ~ 
epidural ~ feu ...be, 
epiphyseal ~ fever ~ epiphysis fiber a epithelial ~ fibrosia c erosion fibrotic ~ 
a erratic ......... fibrous D erysipelas ~ field 
etiol~ ~ field a ~ 
II exostosis ..tt:_ filling ~ L 
I!. extension ~ fillings ~ (' 
external ~ findings ..d._ 
(" 
extraotioas 5I fissure + 1: extrellitiea fia81lrea ~ 
exudate L fixation ~ ' 
* 1 exudations ~ flexion 4 J: * 
1: eyegrCNrt.ds ~< flows 4 r fluotuatiDg / .. F 
facial ~ fluid ~ 
faoiea ~ focal h 
falx ~ foci 
-1--
fa.mil7 ~ fooua 4 
fat ..2_ fol.4a ~ 
- --- - --= ..=c=----=--~-= =-================== ·-·==d..---:.= "=-== 
I 
I 
~~~-~~-=· 
,1 fozrt.anel .JL:::;--
11 foramen 
• foramen Botalli 
I 
* foramen magnum 
* fora.en ovale 
foroepa 
tor.malin 
formation 
fracture 
fracture a 
I, * fragmentation 
frontal 
,, tunotiona.l 
I G 
~ 
&___ -=--
}q _2_J) 
1-?e f1-
4-
L-.c----
1 'E'iiX?i( 
~ 
~ 
-4--
* galea aponeurotica .------<2 " ~ 
' 0 I~ * ganglia 
!I 
J: gela.tinOlla 
I general 
g~ivitie 
I glandular 
gonadal 
gonoooooua 
gonorrhea 
gram 
grams 
Graa• a · stain 
granular 
granuloma 
* gross 
* growth 
* gyneoologioal 
gyri 
B 
healiDg 
health 
*helix 
hemiplegia. 
hellliaphere 
hemisphere• 
hemoglobin 
hemorrhage 
hemorrhage a 
hemorrhagic 
hepatitia 
* hepatization 
hernia 
* herniation 
81 
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ll 
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82 
I 
I 
I Jl . hilar imbecile II cQ :; 
1: hilum ilan.ediate L I I ~ 
II 
...-==-; 
I 
I I hilus Q'z-q immunization 
,I s==;:rp 
J: * Hinton teat s<C .-<' impacted I 
!i * :z I' q hiatoplaamosia ~ impaction I 
-:r-
' * homatropine * impregnates I, s=-y 
~ J 
I, homogeneous inoiaion 
il z -r-hospital incisions 7 
hUilo8rus Crr=d'-y incisor :l 
hydrocephaly 2_ incisors ~ 
hyperemia L indication .G? 
II 
i * hyperopic ~ * illdurated ~ !I 
hypertrophic 4 iDdaration ..--<7: II 
I' h7Pertroph.y ~ in.tantile I! ;;zx=---
1: * hypogona.dia  * intarot c:::z:: 
hypoplasia q; inteotioa 
* inteotioaa 
::; 
hypostatic 
ro ~ I interior z:· 
idiocy 
-&::!. infestation r idiot ~~ infiltration 
- ~ II ·., 
1 * ileus intirmaey 9 y 
..z::: 
iliac d'zC7? inf'irmity 27 
iliwa ~ 1ntlammato17 
,, 
/C2 c---<' 
ill intraclavioular I % < 9 'I 
injected 
injuey 
inoculation 
inapeotion 
intercostal 
intercurrent 
internal 
interspace 
interstitial 
inte rventrioular 
inte stine.l 
* intrasellar 
* intraventricular 
iodine 
iris 
irises 
irregular 
ischiun. 
J 
jaUDiioe 
junction 
jerks 
qphoacoliosia 
z-
r 
ez-za 
7 
kYPtoaia 
L 
-
labor 
laboratory 
* lambdoid 
* laJ7ngologiat 
lateral 
lead 
lenses 
* leptomeninges 
leptomeningitis 
lesion 
lesions 
leukocytes 
leukorrhea 
lice 
linear 
lipoids 
lipomatosis 
liquid 
* lividity 
lobar 
lobe 
r 
T il 
~ 
.I 
• ., 0 'I 
t, -e ..__ I 
~ ~II 
ZG27?n 0 
e I 
" ? I 
?"' II 
~~ .11 
~~I 
- I. 
ll 
I 
I 
R3 
lobes 
lobules 
localized 
loop 
I* 
1: lordotic 
!I lumbar 
I lumen 
lymphs 
l4 
major labia 
male 
malformation 
malleolua 
:mammi llaey 
mandible 
manio-depressiTe 
margin 
marginal 
! * marrow 
I! * masses 
II * 
'I 
I, 
II 
I 
masseter 
•stoid 
mastoiditi s 
maternal 
}7 
p 1 
eg 
> 
7 
maternity 
maxillary 
measles 
meatus 
mechanical 
media 
* medial 
median 
medi a st i n\lln 
medulla 
medullary 
* membrana 
membrane 
meningeal 
meninges 
* :meniDgioma 
meningitis 
menorrhagia 
mental 
mercurocltrome 
mesentery 
* mesocolon 
metacarpal 
metastatic 
I' ~II 
~r: 
I ~ II 
'I -;e~A""" II 
II 
__::: il' -=:"-~ 
~ I ~ 
7 
{ 
7 
7 
I 
I 
~ 
7 ,,~ /0 · ~I 
I ~t 
metatartma 
:: * :::hagio 
,; * 
,, microcephalic 
microcephaly 
'' * , microgyria 
1,,' 
I! * 
microscopic 
midwife 
miliary 
minime.l 
minor labia 
mi soarrie.ge 
miscarriages 
1
1 mitral 
'* 
I• 
II· II * 
li II 
JB.Ola.r 
mole.rs 
mongolism 
mongoloid 
moron 
I~ * 
,1 mottlirlg 
I 
II movements 
JlllCOid 
moo purulent 
:uucosa 
mucous 
mscule.ture 
mute 
N 
-
nasal 
necrosis 
necrotic 
negative 
nephritis 
nervous 
nits 
node 
nodes 
nodule 
nodules 
normal 
*notch 
* nutritional 
0 
obese 
* obesitaa 
obesity 
1: 
e p Jl 
~II 
--- ,, 
II 
,I 
e:_ II 
I 
............ __ 0 I 
I 
-,· 
~ -, 
L ' 
;;:____ ii 
( I~ 
~, 
\ 
oblique 
obliteration 
obstruction 
obtuse 
occipi tal 
occlusion 
oculist 
olfactory 
omentum 
optio 
orbit 
orbital 
organ 
organs 
organic 
organim 
organisms 
origin 
orthopedic 
osseous 
osl!ification 
oateamalaoia 
osteomyelitis 
* osteoporosis 
'~t' 
atitis media 
outpatient 
ovariea 
p 
papular 
* paraca.rd iac 
paralysis 
paralytio 
paraplegia 
parathyroid 
parenohPJIL 
* parench~l 
parietal 
* parieto-occipital 
*patellae 
patellar 
patent 
* pathologist 
pathology 
patient 
pattern 
I' 
j, 86 
4Ci"K ... __.-<?.1·1 
a; fC- I / ,, 
cx:g I 
I 
I 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
! 
'I 
'I 
( 
- .... 
II 
t R7 
patterns r perversions t peotoral ~ pervert pedioles V 1 phalangeal ~ ' *pediculi ~ phalanges ,, I' j! *pediculosis capitis~ phalanx ~ . ---;;' 
,; pelvic 7 pharynx ~ 
pelvis :7- phase ....) -'< penis * phenylpyruvic ~ 4. I periapical ce physical ~ j I * peribronchial pia arachnoid ~I I 
,I pericardia! ~ pigmentation b I II I 
pericarditis ~~ pituitary ?:= ,, 
perioard ium ~- plaques c 4 II I 
perihepatitis %: platelets ~I' 
perimetritis t pleura c 'I --.--r- 9 
* perimetrium ( pleural CQ ~ 
period k:: pleurisy ~ 
peri ods ~ plica c z» 7> 
jl perioatiti• ,&6 pneumonia 
--:a a II 
I peripheral v *pneumonic ____,. 
periphery ~'; * pneumonitis 
;;;;;;;;i 
~ '-'T" peritoneal poisoning ~ 
peritoneum ?:::- poles ~;1:; 
peritonitis ~~ polymorphonuclear -f--
II 
I. 88 
!I 
pons ~ puhn&:a.ary Ccz==-
' * porencephal7 z * pulpa. ~ positive pylorus ,s(o:l 
posterior ~~ pyogenic ~ postmortem ~ *pyriform 
* postnatal ~ R 
;, * precentral G. .J.._ radius L__...- ' 6?c6'?' 
pregnancies ~ rape '0 ( 
pregnancy L--ry reaction 5----ry I 
II ( .--- I pregnant rect\UII. / " 
I! I• 
* ~ reduction I 11 prelrAture ~I 
I· 
1; * premolars ~ reflexes ~ 'I 
,, * prepuberty 1:: refraction 7:; pre sent at ion refractive }3-pressure -4- region 
pr!Dary ~ regions 7:, process c; *regression 
processes 4- regular ' - ~ 
*prognathism ~ residual ~jl 
prominence ~ residuals I ~I 
residue I psychopathic ~ '>~ 
psyohosi• 
<?:? resolutioll ( <C:::7-
pubic c respiratory -z-pulmoDS.ries re at oration ~ 
I, 
I' 
=--=-=T:=~=- --=--=-====- -
retardation ~ soars d;=-r , 
retinal 
I · 
* retrocecal 
11 
rhe~tic 
II rickets 
rigidity 
rigor mortis 
l 
roof 
roofs 
root 
rudimentaey 
rupture a 
II 
s 
. sac 
I' 
I sacral I. 
,, 
sacro-iliac 
II 
sagittal 
acabiea 
aoaphoid 
acapula 
~ 
..__ 
ka 
'sa 
0 
'czT:X'f 
~ 
<<tPz;:s;; z.-(' 
'7 
/ 
fse:< 
~ 
~ 
cb 
ab • 
L 
~ 7 
Schick teat 
sclerosis 
sclerotic 
scoliosis 
scrotum 
seoreti011 
section 
sections 
segment 
segments 
sella 
sella. turcica 
sept't.lll 
seroas 
sex 
shadow 
shadows 
shaf't; 
*siblings 
<;;;' 
'sa ~ 
> 
t 
' * scapulae sigmoid &co 2 
scar b . simple 
Croaa-reterence is to tegmen in the AMERICAN MEDICAL DICTIOIARY. 
2 
Refer to the technical term for soe.r--cioatriX. 
R9 
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sinus qtz. staini~ e · 
sinuses 
'* 
status ~ 
skeletal ~ sternal ~ 
solutio• It aternua ~ I , 
space L stigmata ~1: 
8p&.81l L *stillborn ~I 
spastic 
...L atrabiams rye 
.v-
specific ~ subarachnoid j /~ 
apeoi.fi~ gravit7 ~ subcutaneoul ~ 
specimen 
.L subluxation < 5)9 
speoulua L- subnormal +r 
- I .... 
spina bifida 2 substance v:r spinal sugar 4---=l.r-
t!. l spiD& 1 canal sunburn ?;-__.., 
spinal cord t!__/ superior 
!1 * splanohnomic17 ~~ * supinator• £.c_ spleen supraclavicular _./ II 2Z i" spur L surface II 
.L t 
I 
spurs aurta.oea I 
sputua ~ sur&ical 
*squama { f'? $ } suture ,k; 
squ&JnOUa <- '? ? suture a k:z 5 2 
squint ~ sw&llcnrillg 4 a: 
stain ? swelling oA:-ss 
1 
Refer to dermatitis. 
2 
_ ~te~ t~ deglutition. 
- - ~-=-- r=- -= 
I 
I 
t. 
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* Sylvian f issure ~ thyroi d &-d I, II I' 
'! s~etrioal *thyroidal II ~ ~ 
symphysis ~ t i bia -r-aympt OJnS t i s sue ~ 
!I * aymactyly ~ t issue a 
-r 
I! ayphillo L to• <;;-;-
- 1: 
systolic kC tonailli t ia ~,-< II 
T tonsils ~ I 
table 
-r- t r achea c-;gp 1 
tables ~ tragus ~ temporal transi tional a /' / (' 
tenderness ~ translucent ___.-~ I 
terminal ~ transpoaiti oa ----~ ~ .. 
teat d tre.nwerse .;L 
I I 
il teste d 
tre.nsver se colon -:)~ 
> - I 
j! testicle * 
tre.nsversum :;.!__ I d;----> 
I II te atiolea d-:0 treatment ~ I I 
thenar a:;? tremor . .. __&> < 
thoracif> ~ tricuspi d ~ 
t horax &--£ trochanter ~ 
, * thrombi __/ trophic 0 <?2 I thrOJI!ho&ia --< tube 
thpU1S . t ubercular 
~ 
c£:7 ( 
1 
Refer to lamina. 
--~- ~"'!":"-
<)O ~ "7 
., ~ ~ tuberculin patch teat ~ v 
11 * tuberculOIIIL c- vaccination z II tuberoulo si a valgus I r I tuberouloua valve ~ I ~ tube a valves ttm.or vascular 4:--sz"' 
twin di:: vegetations h I I 1 * ~ * veins · t~ni I 
tympanitic & ventricle L 
typhoid +- * ventricles ~ ~ I u ventricular ,, 
ulceration vertebrae L .?;a 
I ulcers d,. vertebral I 
ulna an, vessel 
umbilical 
LL ____ 
vessels 
UJRbilieus virus 
unconscious viaoera 1L ry uniOD a-: vision 
urethra a .c.-0 visual 
urinalyaia a &;r volvulus 
urine wall I ~ 
11 
.....,_. 
uterua or¢;? Waasen:ann ~ 
The only outline given for vein ia __}__ tor phrasil!lg in the GREGG 
1t1ED !CAL SHORrHA!ID JWroAL. 
l 
I 
I' I jl 
I 
I 
li * 
li 
-night 
..moopi»g cough 
x-ray 
x-rays 
sone 
sygOD8tio 
~)3 
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CHAPTER V 
SUllM.A.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Thi s count of 32,419 runniRg words yielded 828 different medical 
ter.ma. The great number of ter.ma appearing tor so limited a count would 
indicate the uaetulneaa ot a more extensive eount. A suggeation would be 
'I 
-:1 
to list the oommon worda, auoh as acid, air, area, base, tat, and th• like, 
separately withottt count, and to restrict further count to more difficult 
and leas familiar ter.ms in a continuation ot this iuvestigatioa or the 
initiation of' a new count. Abstraot material, particularly, gave a pleth- 1 
ora ot familiar terma; and since the Gregg publishers have menti o ed the 
value of a frequency cowat of terms found in oaae histories (as well aa 
l 
i n autopsi ea), such an uDdertaking would be in order. In any caae, List 
IV presents to onoa oontemplatiag auch a study a pioture or t he termi -
ology he may expect to find in autopay dictation. 
I 
A JDOra extensiTe count would certainly change the rank of many ot the 1: 
words here appearing with a traquency of one or two. Another inTelriiigator 11 
might diaagrea with the arbitrary inclusion ot plurala not appearing in 
the AMERICAN MEDICAL DICTIONARY, aa well aa with the inclusion of verbs 
i the thi rd person aingular, present tense; he might alao choose to 
include derivative torlllS ot diatinotly medical term.a which do not appear 
1m the source. Frequency count of medical phrases would be valuable. 
These liata are meant to be atu:lied by high school business student• 
I -
See page 13 of this study. 
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94 
expeoting to be . employed at thi s institution. They are helptul, too, 
I 
for the stenographers already employed. In presenting the lists f or study, 
empha s is must be placed upon spelling, pronunciation, and shorthand out-
lines with SCIIDI initiation into meanings. Here the people with experience 
1 
in this type of dictation are at an advantage since Leslie tells us : 
" ••• it ia necessary to know semething of the field itaelf in order to have 
enough background to assimilate the vocabulary." 
Business course students need practi ce in tormiag the singular or 
plural of terma of Latia or Greek derivatio.n. It ia recommended that the 
following lilt be studied for thi s purpose. The worda are taken from List 
VII. 
Singular Plural 
-
appeoiix appendicea, appeDdixea 
arthritia arthritides 
axilla axillae 
axis axe a 
bacillus bacilli 
baoteriua bacteria 
baN base a 
basi a bases 
brollchi olue bronchioli 
broachua bronchi 
cicatrix cicatr ices 
I 
See page 2S of this stud7. 
===============.,--= ~--
~5 
cornea corneae 
dia.gnosi& diagnose a 
exoatosill! exostoses 
.fe.oiea facies 
fOOUI .foci 
foramea foramina 
ganglion ganglia. ganglion& 
gonococcus gonoooooi 
hilum hila 
hilus hili 
labiua labia 
luaen lumina 
medium media. med iuma 
membrana membranae 
patella patellae 
pediculus pediculi 
phalanx phalange a 
psyohosi& psycho sea 
I pulpa pulpae 
I 
I 
:I 
radius radii 
scapula scapulae :, 
I 
sella sellae 
squama squa.mae 
thrambua thrombi 
tympa.nwn tympana 
--- -====-----=-- 1 
II 
II 
I! 
I; 
,! 
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97 
uterua uteri 
vertebra vertebrae 
viaeua viscera. 
There waa some ciiacrepanoy between the La.Viola atwy aDd Smither's 
I' 
11 :MEDICAL SHORTHAND MANUAL on some outlines. 
li 
EXamples . a r e as follows: 
II 
il 
il 
I 
li 
!I 
;j 
:I 
La. Viola Smither 
~ 
c:;7: 
r ~ 
_1L 
Alao. LaVi ola gives~ e 
2 
for~· which Dy be a typographical 
error~ and '2z:n for ,~ • 
Spiaa bitida is an example of differences in pronunciation. Changes 
uay be made in the for.ms given in list aeven to correspond with differing 
~ ~pronunciations in use at the school; •• g. Dy be written • 
and _.d:___. ~ • There also was discrepe.ncy in the use of the "h" dot 
in the two soureea. For the sake of brevity. this could probably be 
omitted. in all the term.a begirmiag with "h" in List VII. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
i 
Miupelliags indicated trouble with :medical homonyms--even with course 
1
1 
and coarse because of laok of understandiag of content. Thi• agrees with i 
•I 
================ --=---.-.--·-== ~=-· -=-
1 
the statement of Leslie that: "to the extent that auoh useless memorize.- / 
tion succeeds, it is likely to be more harmful than useful, leadi.ng to 
auoh difficulties as the .DIIloous-mucus error •• •" Distinction Dl:lSt be •de 
between eaoh of the followiag homonyms: 
albumen albUlllin 
bucoal buckle 
callous callu• 
muCOUI mucus 
The following similar words also seemed to give troubles 
hilua h i lus 
ileum i lium 
ileum ileua 
For the experienced stenographers, the following phrase Short-cuts 
2 
are excerpted from Smither. 
absce ss : 
acute absces s ~ 
angles ~ 
of refractiOil ~ 
artecy: c>' ~ 
-V abdominal 
bacillus: £ 
---.:-- -tuberoulooio be.oillu•; 
1 
See page Zl of this study. 
z 
Smither, op. oit., p. 12-21'. 
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bacterium, a: ~ 
pathogenic bacteria L ~ 
canal: .....---. 
cerebrospinal canal ~ ,........... 
cell: ./ 
red blood cell f; white blood cell 
cord: _/ 
spinal cord 
corpusc le: 
red blood corpuscle Z 
white blood corpuscle ~ 
cyst: .Y-
epithelial cyst 
d iseaeea ~ 
acute diaea se 
duct : ~ 
bile duct 
fever: / 
rheumatic fever 
axillary gland 
membrane: 
mucous membrane 
mur:umr: 
cardiac murmur 
99 
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muse le : --:? 
zygomatic muscle 
nerves / 
nerve center ~ 
reflex: 2._ 
Babinski's reflex 
tumor: ,...,... 
abdominal tumor 
valve: J 
aortic valve 
veina ~ 
afferent vein 
ventricle: ~ 
fifth ventricle J P 
LaViola offerrs additional useful phrases for the experienced 
stenographer. Several o£ the se are used in List VII. 
blood count 0 
blood pressure f 
Colles' fracture ~ 
gall bladder ~ 
shoulder blades ~ 
spinal canal ~ 
spinal oolwmL L 
"Negati ve" appears shortened to ~ in phrases., and "gram" to 
=:> • 
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The following phrases. wnich occurred frequently in this study but 
were not counted. receive special phrases in the LaVi ola study alao: 
blood vessel 
ohip fracture ...,../...._ __ _ y 
comminuted fracture &? ~ 
compound fracture 
oblique fracture 
occipital regioa 
right index finger ~ 
Aaeimilati on of meanings can ooms only with repeated atudy of CODmOil 
1 
prefi xes and suffi.xes. Smither mentions t hie s 
••• Greek and Latin prefi xes and suffixes have a real and 
definite maning ••• The secretary 'Who makes himself familiar 
with their spelling and maning will not be able to calcu-
late their help in comprehendi ng newworde. 
2 
Markwi k tells ue: 
The med ical stenographer needs to be a specialist. She 
ahould coD to even her fir~ posit i on with a knowledge of 
the prefixes and suffixes in medical words and wit h a strong 
foundation in medical terminology. She should know the 
mechanical stru.cture of the various forms and reports in 
cannon use. 
With th1& latter statement in mind. examples of t he three for-ms 
inveatigated in this study are included in Appendix B. They serve an addi -
tione.l purpose by presenting actual content in which -ny of the med ical 
term or thi s st\dy appear. 
Smither. op. oit •• p. 6. 
2 
Markwiok. et al •• p. 62. 
I 1. )1 
" 
J' The need tar complete aoouraoy and for atrengtheniag one • a med i cal 
II 
1! vooabular y must be broughthome to stenographer~: and students. Smither 
I 
1 
ha mentio ed the need tor absolute accuracy. 
Nowhere is absol ute accuracy more a nece sity, and nanhere 
e l se will the verbatim recording be more difficult ••• No 
lll\tter how much the secr etary may oou to understand the 
content, he dare not trust his "knmvledge of content" in 
transcribing. 
2 
Markwiok saya: However good the beginniag stenographer's t echnical 
vocabulary my be, she will find she has constant need to expand it ." 
Beoause CLINICAL DIAGNOSES must be worded exact l y- in the abstraote, 
a supplementary list of these is added t o Appendix B. It contains all 
diagnoses in this institution, and would be valuable for spelling. 
(Appendix B, 4.) 
Markwick auggest s references for the medical aecretary or steno-
grapher: 
1. An adequate Engl ish dictionary. 
2. A shorthand dictionary. 
3. A medical dictions.~. 
4. A seoretar,yta manual on Engli sh usage. 
5. 20,000 WORDS by Leslie, published by Gregg. 
An additional suggesti on would be the GREGG MEDICAL SHORTHAND MANUAL 
tor its wealth of useful infor mat i on. 
For one interested in investigating t he field of medical secretari al 
1 
Smither, op. oit., p. iii. 
2 
Markwiok et al., p. 62. 
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or stenographio work, Markwiok has published a se:riea of articles in the 
BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD. The one for the month of' April givea the kinds 
of' positions available, compensation and hours, advantages and disadvan-
1 
tages . 
In closing it is advisable to touch upon a point hitherto not men-
tioned. It would be well to know the traits most desired by physicians 
in thei secretaries, and worth cultivation by one aspi r ing to suoh a 
2 
positio~. In order, they are: 
1. Intelligence--abilit:y to think through a problem. 
2. Intelligent adaptability. 
3. Keeping office business confidential. 
4. Taot and discretion. 
5. Neatness. 
6. Ability to relieve the doctor's mind of' the business 
end of his practice. 
7. Training in making collections without antagonizing patients. 
a. Striot accuracy in typing and in working at figures. 
9. Thorough knowledge of English construction and spelling so 
that hastily dictated notes ms.y be corrected. 
10. Regard for work aa a career and not as a job. 
1 
Evangeline Marlcwick. "Survey ot: the Occupation ot: Medical SecretarJ5" 
BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD, April, 1940, Volume 20, p. 676-678. 
2 
"Survey o£ the Occupation of' Medical Secre-
tary, BUSINESS EDUCATION WORLD, March, 1940, VolUIDe 20, p. 615-617. 
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HISTORY PREVIOUS ~- AD:MISSIOJJ& 
F.AlaLY HISTORY: 
Father:- --. born iD --- ---, age 45, liTiDg and well. 
Fau1:1'7 history ia negative. 
Xother:---- - - --, born in --, age 44, living 8.D4 wll. 
F8il11y hittory ia negative. Mother had o~~e miscarriage. 
Siblings: Two ai.tera, ages 12 and 11. Both are living and 'Well. 
One brother died at the age of nine in an acciden~. 
HOl!E COliDITIOBS: 
There is no atate:ment aa t0 heme conditions. 
PERSONAL HISTORY& 
I' 
II 
II 
1: 
- li&S born 1n - .... --------, em. October 22, -. Birth waa pre-
1' 
' mature, beillg born at sn'en mouths. He weighed only tour pcnmds at birth. , 
I' He was cyanotic when born. He was breast-fed tor two moath.a. He has nenr 1 
I' been atro~~g, vomited considerably, slept very- poorly; his appetite .... poorl 
1/ He teethed at eight months. He was unable to sit up until the latter part II 
1 ot hia first year; he has not learned to walk. He did not begim to talk 1 
until two years ar&d can aa.y only a few monosyllabic words. It is hard to I 
lmderstand his speech. He has not acquired control ot the bladder of the 
bowla. He has not learned to dreaa or teed himself. Peculiarity waa I 
noticed at the time of birth. Child never 1eemed to be no:nzal. He hal had 
noae of the usual diseases of childhood. He has never atteuded school. I 
(Age: three years aDd nine months.) In Juue, -, the parent• brought 
this child to the Children's Hospital. At that t:bie they were deairwa 
or fiD:ling acme place to put - aa they had no friends aDd a new be.b;y 
was expected in a month or so. Diagnosit made at that time 118.S "S.pastic , 
. ,, Pe.raplegia~" aDd they advised the parents to have the baby placed at the 
1 
I' Wrentham St~te School. The Social Service Department oontaoted Dr. Raymolld 
relative to thia oaae and explailled the situation, and he forwarded a des-
criptive application to them for thi~ boy's admission. At that tiD he ,1 
stated that it wou.ld be well to encourage the parents to take this bOJ' h-.
1 
after the new baby was old enough ao as not to require too llllOh of the I 
mother's attention. He waa brought to t he school on July -, -, on a 
1
1 
voluntary soheol coadtmeut. 1 
HISTORY SINOE ADIIISSIONa 
He •• brought to the sohool by his father. He ia a littl• three-
1 
---- -,=-=========== 
I 
year-old boy afflicted with spastic paralysis. He is able to etB.Dd with .1
1 support and appear• to have a fair use of his h&Zlda in reaohil'lg for things~ 
At his first presentation at Staff KeetiDg, a diagnosis of oangenital j 
cerebral spastic inte.ntile paralysis waa made, and note was -.de that the I 
expectancy of life was 8hort. I 
While here, hia general h.ealth has been &ood. Be 1a a very untidy 1'1 
child, who requires the oare of an Want. It has been noticed that he 
1
1 
has considerable difficulty ia swallowing, which -.tea feedillg difficult, 
requiria~g lllllch tia. He had ~en here a Uttle OYer a month when his I 
parents called and a?tecl that the urgency at hame had been cleared up, 11 
and they would like to take - back with them. In view of the taot that · 
-- is a little three-year-old spastic boy who is oont'ined. to his bed aad 11 
needs DlOh care, it was felt that he could be juat as adequately oared for 'I 
at has as here at the aohool. Permission was granted the mother to take I 
the child on an indefinite visit with the \mderstaDdillg that it he re- 'I 
mained oDe year, be would be automaticallY' discharged fraa our aohool. 
PHYSICAL EXA»>!lATION a 
A three-year-old b07 weighing 30 lba., 35! inohea tall. SCDiewhat 
undernouriahedJ underdeveleped. Hair light-colored. EJes gray. All tour :1 
extremitiea ahCIIW spastic pa.ralyais. Kusoulature: poor tcme and fla.bby. ,
1 
There was a papular eozea on back aDd abdomn. Occipital region of the , 
skull, flat. Ears, di18imilar. Teeth in very poor condition with poor 1 
oooluaion. All reflexes were inoreaaed. Be ia unable to ait up, st8.Dd. I 
~-~ I 
MENTAL AGEa Chronological Age 3 9/12 ;yearaJ Mental Age: 2 ;years; 
- I. Q •• 53. I 'I 
I' 
II 
Payoholegioal classification: lloron. He paid good atteDtion, -.de 
good effort. very alert and iBterestecl. Comprehended directions fairl7 
1ntll a.M. :made acme ef':f'ort to nam& the objeota. Be tried to do the aaple 
imitation exerciaes and obey the oOIIlm&nds of the ball. Unable to oopy the 'I 
circle. His speech as brief and consisted mostly of phraaea as, "My 
JDOther,• aDd •x can•t. • Every time he made a.u effort to direct hie JIIU&clea 
to do aomethizlg, the spe.atioity of the fingers would iDOrease. and he aa 
unable to omnplete the task. 
DENTAL EXAJmlA1'IOI: 
Teeth olean. Seven e&Titiea. Five extractions neoeasary. Kuoou.s 
•Jibrane noru.l. Poor occlusion. Abnormal JlltLXillary relations. )(arbcl 
protrusion of the upper anterior teeth. 
;;H.;;I!lT;,;,;;,..;.O~B !!!!.' llegative 
(No other laboratory teats were made as be lett the aohool OJl visit 
before they could be done.) 
~======================================~~--=~== 
TYPHOID IJO~IOlfa Oarap1etecl oa ---- -· -. 
EX.A.MIRA1'ION!! LARDOOLOGIS1'a November 10, -. Chrollio toasi11itia. 
VACCDlATIOlh November 16, -. Podtin. 
DICK TEST 1 November !5, -. Jfegative. 
--
EXAlWJ.ATIOJl BY -=-oo .. UL-.-IS!-.• November 10, -. Jlo apparent refractive error. 
__ ..._. _____ _ 
SCHICK TEST a Negative. 
TUBERCULIJf PATCH TEST a Positive. 
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SAJ4PLE AUTOPSY RER>RT 
Chronological Age a 
»ental !e• 
Intelligence Quotieuta 
Clinical Diagnoaiaa 
Date of Deatha 
--
B.!t!.!! Autopsz• 
-----·-----------
4 ll/12 
3 montha 
.0) 
With other organic nervous 
diaeaaea (type undetermined) 
Idiot 
------------------
-------
.Autopsy performed b;y Dr. -----, assisted by Kiss • 
Permission tor autopsy given by parenta. 
GENERAL CONDITION a 
The body ia that of a white boy aaid to be 4 11/12 years of age. The 
head is rather large, of doliahocephaliG Shape with atroag bloDd hair. 
The ears are large, outstanding, and simple. 1'he forehead is rather high 
1 
aDd protrudir~g, auggestiDg son hydrocephalus. The e~la.ahea are Tery 
long. The noae aDd mouth are to:r.med. normally. 1'he body ia Tery emaciated; 
I 
arms a.nd legs are atrophie and -.tch-lin. 
The body is opened with a one-liM inoiaion. 
BEAD: 
-
IDIDediatel;r after openiDg the skull, a0111e spinal f'luid ll&.a poar1ng 
I 
ont tram the cavity. The brain did not fill the calvarium, aDd there ia a I' 
definite apace between dura and calvari~ 
2. 
considerable amount of fluid arowod it. On a coronal section. the lateral 
ventricles appear very much enlarged and the caudate nucleus s011111what 
atrophic. The dura ia thickened, and the sagittal sinus appears espeo-
ially rough and uneven. The cerebral vessels are congested. 
Pituita;rza 
The pituitary il! rather small. It ia preserved in Bouin'•· 
THORACIC CAVITYa 
The lungs are ot grayish-pink color. The lett lUDg ia not adherent 
and only the posterior aurtaoe is samnhat congested. The right lung 
reveal• same adhesiona between the posterior wall and the pleura. The 
lung wighs 100 grams. !he upper lobe is free trom pathology. A a.ll 
area i:m the middle lobe shows iDduration alld aome gray nodules, indioatiDg 
bronchopneumonia. 
Heart a 
The heart appears aall. weighing 50 gra.ma (nonral, 86 gre.ma). The 
right veutriole is relaxed and the lett ventricle ia in systole. 
cuspid and mitral valves are essentially negative. 
ABDOMINAL CAVITY: 
The tri-
The kidneys are uall and underdeveloped. Weight ot cm.e kidney ia 
~4 grams (normal. 65 grams). 
Liver a 
The liver is extremely emall, weighiDg 260 grams (normal, 596 grams). 
There is evidence of fibrosis all through. 
CAUSE OF DEATH 1 
---
Status epileptious due to hydrocephalus internus 
Idiocy 
I 
il 
I 
.AlfATOliiCA.L DIAGNOSES 1 
Hydroceph.alul 
Liver aplasia. 
Splanchnomicria 
,, 
jl 
I 
i 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
·I 
SAl4PLE X-RAY REPORT 
X-RAY PLA.TES READ NOVEMBER S, 1947 
Number Right Knee 
Chest 
8xl2 
14x17 
Taken lo/27/47 
Int. 
Examination of the right knee shows no abnormalitbs of' the joint. 
The appearance of' the knee has nab oh.anged ..-er the interval of tiYe 
years exoept tor the develop:ment growth. 
Re-exam.iDation of the chest continues to be essentially negative. 
Perihi lar shadows are slightly i noreased. but there is no evidence of aD7 
t uberculosi s. 
Number Chest 14%17 
Examination of the ohct at abows the lung a to be olear wit h no 
eyidenoe ot inteotion. lleart aDd :m.diaatinum are not enlarged. 
Number Chest 14xl7 Taken lo/27/47-
B Bldg. 
I' 
II 
II 
j: 
I 3 
!I 
Re-examination of the chest ooatinues to shaw rather dense inf'iltra- 1 
tion in both apices. cavities previously deaoribed in left apex cannot be 
clearly demonstrated at this time. Changes are rather dense aDd auggeat 
that disease -.y be going into the healing phaM. 
NUDber Right Big Toe 5x7 Taken lcY27/47 
0 Bldg. 
Re-exe.mination of the right big toe shows the previous fracture to be 1 
in good position with CJVidenoe of same healing aDd tilli g in at the trao-,' 
ture li:ae. Bone union ia not established aa yet. j: 
Na.me Humber Right_ Ankle 8xl0 Taken lcY27/4:7 I 
0 Bldg. 
Examination of the right aDkle Shows a fracture at the tip of the 
external ~lleolua in gOOd poaition. 
Right Hazrl 8xl0 Taken 1QI27/47 
X Bldg. 
ExamiXULticm of the right hand ahon a fracture through the distal 
ahaf't or the 5th metaoarpal with minf.Dal augulation and hardly any 
def'or.mity. 
Bwaber Right Index Finger 5x7 Taken 1QI27/4:7 
Emp. 
Examination ot the right i:Ddex finger shows no fracture, dislGOaticm., l 
nor epiphyseal diaplaceDent. 
14xl'T 
It 
Examination o£ the chest ahmvs a tew linear densities extending up to , 
the right i nfraclavicular region rather eharply defined aDd probably rep- l1 
resenti ng an extension of' the broncho-vaacular tree. In the extrem& right 
apex there is also a density- whioh does not have the appearance ot tuber- 1! 
cul<)si a. Rest of the chest is essentially negative. Might be well to • 
re-check this ohe st in about two months. 
Humber Right Tibi a. 8xl0 
Exauina.tion or the right tibia shows no fracture. 
Right Hand SxlO Taken lQ/29/ 47 
K Bldg. 
Exa;mizt.a.tion or the right hand shOWS DO traoture or dislocation. 
Chest 14:1:17 
Exami.llation Of the cheat abOflS prominenoe o£ the heart sis•• The 
heart is n~ unusually large. There i a no prominenoe in the region o£ th• · 
lett aurial• but thi• does not ;rule; 01a.t left auricular enlargement. rhe I 
chest is essentially negativ•• 
NlDlber Lett Shoulder 1002 Taken 1Q/3W4'1 
A_ Bldg. 
I 
Examiaation ot the left shoulder Shows no separation o£ the acromio- I 
olavioular joi JJl; aDd no bone cbaages. lj 
Right Ankle 8xl0 
Examination ot the rignt ankl e is negative. 
Jlwaher 8xl() 
Examination or the right ankle is negative. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
Number Right Hand 5:x:T Taken lcY3o/4T 
Emp. 
Examination of the 5th finger aD! 5th metacarpal is negative. 
Num.ber LUilbar Spine 10x:l2 
Pelvis 1~17 
Taken 11/3/47 
Emp. 
Examination ef the lumbar spiDS and pelvis ahows no traoture or bon. 
inju17'• 
Nwiber Ohest 14xl7 Taken 11/3/47 
A Bldg. 
II 
II 
I' 
i== 
,I 
I 
r II 
Re-examination of the chest ooi:ltinuea to show the linear de».ai tiea iD I 
the right base abOt.lt the aa.me as present in April, 1946. Oo.to-phrenio 1 
angle ia blunted. This represents an old inteotion or aGDe ohronic pro- II 
oesa. 
IBM Number Right Thwab 5x7 Taken u/sj.,, I 
Emp. 
Examination of the right thumb shows no fracture. 
N\Dlber Ohest 14xl7 Taken 11/S/ 47 
Sp. Roap. 
Examination of the cheat shows extensive involvement of the entire 
lung fields on both aides, with oavitation in the right intra.olavioular 
region. X-rays are ahowi.Dg definite progreaa. 
CLINICAL DIAGNOSES 
Familial 
Mongolism. 
With developmental cranial anomali$a--hydrooephaly, microcephaly, oxy-
---- cepha!y~·eto. (Also spinal dysraphism, leontiasiB ossia.) 
~ oonge~ital oerebz:a.! spa.sti~ infantile ~ralzsia 
Post-inteotional--epidemio encephalitis, encephalitis or other types, men-
ingooocoua meningitis, congenital ayphilis. 
Post-traumatio~atal--neurologioal or non-neurological 
Braim. d8.lllage only; ocatir.r8"ilo'i or dama.ge to brain duri g birth, dif'ter-
eutiated from congenital paralysis, skull fracture, and severe con-
cussi ons tn infancy or early childhood. 
~ epile~-~7ymptcmati•-pri.Ioary comition whea mental def'eot is due to 
epi!ep io deterioration. 
~ efile~deopathic 
With endocrine disordera--wit.h cretinism, hypoth.yroidi:.m, pituitary dya-
---- trophy, polyglandular disturbances, eto. 
With familial amaurosis--progressive blindness, muscular weakness and 
- mentaiTeteriorati"cm between age or few months to ten yeara. 
With tuberous sclerosis--retrograde mental detect from birth-apilepti-
- f'orm attacks often tram first year, adenODa aebaoeus symmetrical at 
nose labial fold at 4th to 5th year. 
With other organic nervous disease-lenticular nucleus, post-tra\11118.tic 
- cyst, musouii'r dystrophy, "tiPs undetermined. 
Undifferentiated 
other for.ms: psychosis, etc. 
